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TENNESSEE DER1GCRACY SPLlTfWAS

OPPOSED

Oil

BY PRESIDENT

Seattle, Sept. 14. In the insurgent
New York, Sept. 14. The leaders
storm
that swept over the state of
Ward- of the Republican party scanning the
tary Nathan Jaffa, Penitentiary
Washington
yesterday the Old Guard
from
returns
the primaries in Greater
en Cleofes Romero and Charles F.
tlhe Republican party lost nearly
of
sitNew
York
the
that
yesterday, say
Easley, secretary ot the board of peniMiles Poindexter of Spo
uation between the Old Guard and the everything.
tentiary commissioners, today inspectis
one
of
the insurgent leaders in
kane,
Fe
unchanged.
practically
Progressives
ed the Scenic Highway in Santa
canon. Governor Mills is very anxious The Roosevelt forces carried every Congress, to defeat whom the Presito prosecute the work to completion. district in New York county. In dent of the United Stales and his
Kings
county, Chairman
Timothy close advisors lent their advice
to
Delegate to Irrigation Congress.
Governor Mills today named Terri- Woodruff won nineteen out of the the "regular" Republicans, was nomidistricts. The Old Guard nated for United States Senator by
torial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan as twenty-threnow claims that they will go to Sara- 30,000
every
his personal representative to the
Carrying
plurality.
National Irrigation Congress at Pueb- toga with 109 out of 142 delegates county, and defeating his leading op
from Kings, while the Roosevelt forc ponent,
Thomas
Burke of
lo, Colorado.
es figure that they have 233 out of the Seattle inJudge
Burke's own precinct, and
Territorial Funds.
364
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero to delegates from the Greater City carrying 'Pierce county, the "Tacoma"
the state convention.
county
Chaves
from
home of the other ("regular") candireceived
today
Democrats in Tennessee Split.
date, James M. Ashton, two insurg
$1,528.71.
Board of Equalization.
Nashville, Tenn., Sept. 14. The in ents were nominated for Congress, in
The territorial hoard of equaliza- dependent Democratic convention met King county. William E. Humphrey,
tion yesterday and today acted on a here today with a majority of dele a standpatter" and author of the
number of appeals and adopted rec gates instructed to endorse Cabot Ben Humphrey sihip subsidy bill, probably
ommendations or suggestions to tlhe Hooper, the Republican nominee for was renominated, but by a close mar
constitutional convention.
governor. It was reported that many gin. In the second district. ConWithdrew From New Mexico
delegates favor not only endorsing gressman Mitcredi, owner of the Port
withdrawal was Hooper, but making him their nomi land Baseball Club, and "StandpatA certificate of
filed today with Territorial Secretary nee. This report was the unofficial ter," was defeated by Stanton War
Nathan Jaffa by the American Sup- answer to yesterday's harmony offer burton, insurgent, and in the third, or
ing by the regular Democratic state Spokane district, William LaFollette,
ply Company of Colorado.
committee and to the report of Gov- cousin of Senator LaFollette, of Wis
Notary Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed ernor Patterson's withdrawal from the consin, and an insurgent, was nomiFelix H. Lester of Albuquerque,
regular nominations. This will cause nated.
a bolt in the convention. The inde
notary public.
Democratic Vote Small.
pendent leaders confidently predict
Paying Registration Boards.
Wash., Sept. 14. The Dem
Seattle,
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa that a thousand or more delegates ocratic vote
is very small. It Is be- is sending out checks In payment of will vote to keep tlhe faith with their lieved
that George F. Cotteral, of Sethe
last
for
cost
of
allies.
the
Republican
registration
attle, the national head of the Good
election.
Detectives' Watch Illinois Primaries.
Templars,, .has received the Democrat
Official Election Returns.
14.
State Attorney ic nomination for U. S. senatorship.
Chicago, Sept.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa Wayman announced today that he had
Have Nine Delegates in
today received the following election employed a large force of private de- Republicans
Arizona.
returns: San Juan county Republ tectives to watch the voting in toPhoenix, Ariz., Sept. 14. So far
cans, W. H. Williams 446; D. E. morrow's primaries and the grand
the Republicans are certain of nine
Bundy 334. Democrats, M. D. Taylor jury will be kept in session tomorrow
508.
Socialists
for prompt action in case violations delegates out of the 52. They may
493; R. W. Heflin
William l3Rae 77, C. R. Cutting 58 of the law are discovered. Represen- gain another in Gila and they claim
Taos county Republican, Malaquias tatives to the state legislature as well the election of their candidate in SanMartinez 1118, Squire Hartt, Jr., 1054, as the National Congress will be nom- ta Cruz county by a majority of six
votes. The Democrats probably have
inated.
Onecimo Martinez 10G9, William
Nearly all the Democratic
same
950. Democrats, Porflrio Abreu representatives and senators who vot- won In Apache county by the
In each case one seat in the
639, Luis Martinez 603, Fernado Mey- ed to send William Larimer to the margin.
convention is involved.
er, Jr., 575, Alexander Gusdorf 542, Senate are seeking renomination.
State-Wid- e
Prohibition Defeated.
Valencia county Republicans, Solo Among these Is Lee O'Neill Browne,
Columbia, S. C, Sept. 14. With
mon Luna 1283: Svlvestre Mirabal the Democratic leader, acquitted last
over 93,000 votes out of a possible
1267; John Becker 1265. Democrats, week of the charge of bribery in con110,000 voters accounted for, returns
with
nection
tlhe
Lorimer
Marmon
G.
election.
176:
R.
Jose G. Chaves
from the second
primary indicate
156. J. W. Beardsley 154.
the election of Colonel E. L. Blease
Republican, OPENING OF THE SPANISH
County?
McKinley
of Newbury, local optionist for govGregory Page 419; Democratic, F. B,
CORTES IS NEAR.
ernor,
by a small majority over C. C.
224.
Luna
county
Republican
Maple
state-wid- e
Ralph C. Ely 230; Democratic, James Premier Canalejas Will Continue His Featherstone of Laurens,
prohibitionist. Midnight returns give
Sigmund
N. Upton 289; Socialistic,
Aggressive Religious Campaign
for governor: Blease, 49,787; Feather-stone- ,
Lindauer 105. Santa Fe county Re
Clericalism in the
Against
second
B.
Catron
45,877. For Congress,
T.
George
1344;
publican,
Nation.
district: Patterson, incumbent, 5,718;
W. Prichard 1344, Jose D. 'Sena 1389,
Victor Ortega 1356, B. F. Pankey
Byrnes, 5,676. Sixth district: Ellerhe,
N. B. Laughlin
Madrid, Sept. 14. Count Romane-noincumbent, 7,758; Hodges, 6,676.
1489; Democratic,
of the Spanish chamber of depu- Wetg Win in Democratic Convention.
1138, Francisco Delgado 1320, Samuel
G. Cartwright 1284, Robert T. Hynd ties, is reported in an interview today
Dover, Del., Sep. 14. The Delaas declaring that Premier Canalejos ware Democratic state convention de1186, Jose Inez Roibal 1214.
and his adherents are working for the veloped into an active "wet" and
New Special Equipment
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes was best interests of the nation. The count "dry" fight. The "wets" won. The
today proudly exhibiting Springfield thinks'that Spain will be emancipated battle was over the nomination of a
rifles equipped with Maxim muffler from "fanaticism."
He says that this candidate for Congress, and
and telescopic sight. Four of the for has for centuries weighed heavily upGeneral Robert C. White, of
mer and two of the latter have been on it. The struggle Is not against Georgetown, a "wet" supporter, deordered for sharpshooters of the Na- Catholicism but against clericalism, feated William Saulshury, "dry," of
tional Guard.
which is impeding developments and Dover, for the honor on the second
Water Application Bonds Approved. is mingling in politics. At the open- ballot. Unlike the Republican platSulL.
Territorial Engineer Vernon
ing of the Cortes, Canalejos, accord- form, no mention was made in the declivan today approved the bonds ac- - ing to the
president, will announce the laration of principles of the liquor
:
companylng the application for water unmodified continuation of his re- issue.
Columbus
the
of
Improvement ligious campaign.
rights
Arkansas Results.
;
Association, $1,000; Eugene F. Hard-wicLittle
Rock,
Ark., Sept. 14. The re
et
et al., $500; R. L. Survant,
the Republicans capturns
show
that
Joe
r al., $5,000; S. H. Brown, $250;
tured one or two county offices In
' Elek, $1,000; E. T. Foster et al., M.IS5DUR
G.
tory. On the other hand they also
$3,000; T. L. Loftus, $8,000; William
show that the Democratic party has
&
M. Fyffe et al., $1,000; Baldwin
made a remarkable showing in RepubGibbany, $500; and George Doak,
FAVORS
lican strongholds in northwest Ar$4,000.
kansas, where the Republicans held
Normal School.
one or two offices. On the liquor quesn
Normal
The
School at El Rito, Rio Arriba county, It Declares (or Revision of tion the returns show that Pulaski
county (Little Rock) has gone wet by
opened last week with a small atPayne-Aldric- h
Tariff
several hundred votes. Ouachita countendance due to the fact that many
of Its pupils are still busy harvesting.
ty has changed from the "wet" to the
Law
These will come later when the en"dry" column by a close margin, while
Miller county, which was formerly
rollment will exceed one hundred.
One of the chief purports of the DEMOCRATS
has returned to the "wet" col"dry,"
STbRT FOLK BOOM
school Is to supply teachers for the
umn. As to the state ticket, the Dem
rural school districts of New Mexico,
ocratic candidates won with increasa need that was recognized but neg- Both Parties
Drafted
Platform ed majorities over two years ago.
lected in the past. The school offers
at Jefferson City
excellent facilities for supplying the
TWO YEARS IN PENI
need and also offers advanced courses
TENTIARY FOR GERBRACH.
Today.
Mills, Territorial

Secre-

e
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.
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(or teachers desiring higher grade
certificates.
Ten Thousand Dollars for 'Dona Ana

Jefferson

City, Mo., Sept. 14. The
County Road.
platforms of the Democratic and Re The good roads commission lhas publican
parties were completed here
promised to duplicate the appropria- today by
party leaders who have been
tion of Dona Ana county for the
in
conference.
In the Democratic
El
Camino Real from Las
building of
Cruces on January 1. Dona Ana platform former Governor Folk is encounty will give $10,000, and the good dorsed for president in 1912. The
roads commission therefore has to platform denounces the Payne Aldrich
contribute $10,000 of the territorial tariff law and declares for a tariff for
.good roads fund, to duplicate this revenue only. The Republican platform favors Pinchot, a revision of
amount
the tariff, a reduction of the tariff necessities and increasing It on luxurFAIR PLAINTIFF WINS LAND
SUIT AT AMARU I O ies. A tariff commission is urtred and
Amarillo, Texas, Sept. 14. The jury j President Taft's administration Is enin the case of Florence L. Hines of dorsed.
El Paso vs. John M. Sparks,
of Nevada, returned a verdict NOW THE BRICK
TRUST 13 INDICTED.
last night in favor of the plaintiff on
the special issues in the case. The
Chicago, 111., Sept 14. The
verdict of the jury means that seven
"brick trust" was Indicted by the
sections of land near here and valued
at $70,000 will go to Mrs. Hines. This federal grand jury here today, chargcase has been in the courts since 1902 ed with violation of the Sherman antiand a previous trial the land was also trust law. Four individuals and three
given to tbe plaintiff.
companies were summoned.
.
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New York, Sept. 14. Ernest W.
former superintendent oi
Gerbrach,
the Williamsburg Refinery of the
American Sugar Refining Company,
who was convicted last spring of cong
spiracy In connection with
frauds, was today sentenced
to two years in the federal prison at
Atlanta, Ga., and fined $5,000.
Gerbrach Out on Bond.
New York, Sept. 14. The sentence
of Helke, who has been called the
"man higher up," is still pending. Ger0
brach was released on bond of
pending appeal.
under-weighin-

-

$25,-00-

Portsmouth, Ohio, Sept. 14. When
returned
Chief of Police Davidson
from a police convention at Chlllico-the- ,
Ohio, he brought back with him
into this local option territory some
strong liquor. He , treated a few
friends to samples of the whisky and
as a result was arrested charged with
violation of the local option law.
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chauffeurs

Drastic Ordinance May Be
troduced at Council
Tonight.

YEAR'S W

In-

NAMES STANDING

COMMITTEE

Funds for Survey of Santa Fe
Ceirillos Road Will Be
Raised.

At a largely attended meeting of
Mayor Sellgman has named ten delthe
Board of Trade last night Dr. J.
of
to
the
fifth
annual session
egates
A. Rolls recently elected president of
the Dry Farming Congress to be held the
board, delivered the following adin Spokane, Wash., October 3, 4, 5
dress:
and 6.
They are: Frank Jones,
Gentlemen I desire to thank you
Charles E. Michael, Mr. Williams, of for
electing me through your board
Tesuque; A. Dockweiler, D. Miller, W. of directors to the office of president
r
S. Harroun, L .Bradford Prince,
of this organization. I will not pre
Baca, Romolo Martinez and Ben- tend that I made a very vigorous
ito Alarld.
campaign to get elected, out neverAmong the objects of the congress theless, I believe that I fully appreis the discussion
of technical ana ciate the honor that goes with this
commonly utilized methods of improv tice. and 1 intend to give you my be, t
ing agricultural operations in the dis- service during the year. I desire to
tricts where geographical and topo- name the following standing commitgraphical location makes special meth- tees:
ods necessary to insure inTased yield.
Finance, R. J. Palen.
Laws and ordinances, E. C. Abbott,
Special railroad rates will be made
delegates from all points west of Chi- A. B. Renehan.
Good roads, streets and bridges,
cago.
The mayor has named two delegates N'eel & Cooper.
Shade trees, J. A. Rolls.
to the American Mining Congress
Antiquities and their preservation,
which mets in Los Angeles SeptemL. B. Prince.
ber 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30, and October
Scenic 'highway and cliff dwellings,
HON. C. J. ROBERTS.
17.
They are Hon. Ramon L. Baca C. E. Linney,
B. P. Williams, Charles
and J. A. Allard. T hepurpose of this
session is to bring the representatives Rising.
Railway time cards and depot, F.
Hon. C. J. Roberts, who conies to his long service in that position shows of the mining industries of America
Owen.
he
and
that
that
the
"made
peogood"
one
as
convention
the constitutional
into conference for the public discus
Freight and express, C. E. Michael.
ple of Jefferson county were not in sion
of national and international
of the delegates from Colfax county, error in
New industries, Frank Gorruley.
attoran
so
young
selecting
welfare
concern
which
miestions
the
man and one of ney for such an
is an
New institutions and buildings, J.
important position.
Inallied
P. Wagner.
In 1005, Mr. Roberts moved to Co- - and progress of mining and
tlhe ablest lawyers in the Territory.
discuss
He is still quite a young man for Icrado settling in Trinidad where he dustries. The questions to be
Publicity and promotion, Paul A. F.
he was born in 1873 in Jefferson: formed a partnership with Judge ed are ot national importance. The Walter.
be provided with infor
Abatement of nuisances, Carl Bishcounty, Indiana. He attended the Jesse G. Northcutt, who for a number delegates will
about
mation
the
topics that will come op and H. R. McGibbon. the
his
and
home
at
of
schools
at
public
years was presiding judge. Mr.
up. The local convention arrange
Schools, J. A. Wood, R. Asplund
age of 16 years he began teaching in Roberts was admitted to practice
to make a living for himself. He fore the Colorado bar. In 1907, he ments are in charge of the Sierra and Irving Tyler.
Membership, J. W. Norment and C.
taught in the public schools for three, came to Raton, New Mexico, and was Madre Club of Las Angeles, assisted
by the principal commercial bodies of G. Richie.
years at the same time attending col-- : admitted to practice both in the
Civic affairs, A. L. Morrison, G. W.
The Sierra Madre
in order to fit himself for the .Met and supreme courts of the ter- - the southwest.
Club is arranging to provide desirable Prichard,
career of a lawyer.
rit.ory.
At the age of 19 years Mr. Roberts
Sanitation, J. A. Miller.
During the years he has been a resi- entertainment for all delegates and
It seems to me a wise and proper
entered the office of Judge 'Perry E. dent of Raton he has proved his abili- ladies, during the time not occupied
Bear, of Madison, Iowa, and began ty as a lawyer and has made many by the regular program of the con- thing at this time to take a little surreading law. He was admitted to the friends. He is a consistent and loval gress. H. C. Freem, 441 Trust Blgd., vey of the past year, and to make at
bar in tilie district in which he resirt- - Republican and has always voted the I.os Angeles, is the secretary of the least a rough outline for the year
ahead, and of course, the old question
ed in Indiana at the age of 21 years. Republican ticket from the day of his convention committee.
at once crops up. Is the game worth
Short'y after having qualified he was majority.
Automobile Question.
Mr. Roberts lias served as a mem
appointed assistant utstrict attorney
and
meet
it
will
The council
tonight
and two years later was elected dis- ber of the territorial legislative house is rumored that a drastic ordinance is of the committee on memberslhlp,
trict attorney for the fifth judicial dis- and
is
on
thoroughly posted
to be introduced governing chauffeurs about the only protests I got In solinew
were these,
trict of the .state of Indiana. He held legislative matters and in regard to and their
"
cars. The or- citing never domembers,
"you
this position for two years and it was the educational institutions of the dinance has been drawn
and "I don't
anything,"
lawup by a
believe it is worth while."
seems
said of him that he made a very com- territory which he believes should be
an educator and a physician, it is to me that if this criticism IsIt
yer,
mendable record for efficiency, ability liberally supported.
each owning one or more cars. we are foolish to waste ourcorrect,
said,
and straightforwardness.
time
During the constitutional conven- The
legal, the educational and the here, and if it is not correct, it Is
In 1899 Mr. Roberts
was elected tion Colfax county will be ably repmedical aspects of speeding have been time that some facts were adduced to
county attorney for Jefferson county, resented by such a man who will be a
into and a very interesting set refute it. For these reasons before
Indiana, and he held that office until credit to the county that sent him and gone
of rules and regulations are said to be coming here tonight, I reviewed the
he moved to Colorado. The fact of the territory he serves.
tbe result,
minutes of the meetings for the past
Mayor Sellgman said this morning! year, and I want to give yoU
"It Is true we had a big, new car beoruer, a list of the main
fore us yesterday. I asked the chauf- things that this organization considCULL
feur how fast he thought he was com- ered and acted upon, and to ask each
ing down Palace avenue when the of you to decide for himself, whether
complaint was made. He said 'Prob- the little time he gave to public welably not more than 25 miles an hour.' fare was wasted or not.
I told him that I heard he was going . 1. In the first place, the year saw
30, but as the law allows but 12 he the final erection of a new Santa Fe
should be careful in the future. This depot, here and at Lamy, and of a
Stokes Defeats Murphy for Young Egypt Passes
Few was his first offense. Now the marhotel at tbe latter point. I
do not claim too much credit for this
of
United States Senator in
bean
shal
cases
Instructed
in
has
Colonel
to
of
Buquets
second offense to arrest the offenders for the Board of Trade. I am Inclined
New Jersey
to think that the Commercial Club
Rough Riders
and see that they pay their fines
deserves
larger slhare, buj. It Is at
they are released. We have got least one the
of the things that this organto
in
the
break
this
city
up
speeding
COLORADO DEMOCRATS DIVIDED 00
IT AT SAFE DISTANCE before some
ization has consistently striven for
youngster Is run over. After a serious accident the people will several years, and we may therefore
anxious to see the law enforc- claim a little of the credit.
Governor Schafroth Will Have a Demand From Geneva That be very we
2. The train service between here
are busy know to prevent
ed, but
and
Lamy has been vastly improved.
Hard Fight for His
Give
accidents."
England
Up the
I believe we are entitled to some
Nlc-ano-

V
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"
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dis-leg- e

"choo-choo-
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ROOSEVELT

FORJIERiR

VULBARBLUSTERER

very-elegan-

a

Pyramids.

Trenton, "N. J., Sept. 14. The returns of yesterday's primary indicate
that former Governor Edward Stokes
won over former Governor Franklin
Murphy in the contest for the Republican endorsement for United States
Senator.
Friends of Woodrow Wilson, president of Princeton University, claim he will have a thousand of
tlhe fourteen hundred delegates In tomorrow's Democratic convention and
will be the party's choice for gover nor.
Essex County

Geneva, Switzerland, Sept. 14. The
annual meeting of the permanent committee of the Young Egypt Party, the
aim of which is autonomy, opened today and several Egyptians attacked
Colonel Roosevelt for his speeches at
Khartoum and London. Among the
epithets applierd to the colonel were:
"Vulgar blusterer" and

d

TESTIMONY THAT
15

EOI E

Pieces of Skin Taken From
Decomposed Human ReThe committee sent a telegram
mains Analyzed

to London demanding the immediate
evacuation or Egypt by th British
government.
NETT1GHTENSAR0UMD CRIPPEN

Believes Jn Organiza- tion.
Trenton, N. J., Sept 14. Essex ANOTHER GERMAN
DIRIGIBLE BLOWN UP.
Congressman
county
Paul Wiley. ' The vote in Essex county declared In favor of the regular orBaden Baden, Sept 14. The Ger
ganization both on the Republican man dirigible balloon
Zeppelin VI.,
and Democratic sides.
while entering her shed today was
Colorado Democrats In Quandary.
blown up by the explosion of a motor
Denver, Sept. 14. Democrats of in the rear
gondola. Three of the
Colorado find themselves in a state crew
were seriously injured.
the
at
the
of
of uncertainty
opening
state convention today. Until the BadenFifth Serious Accident.
Baden, Sept 14. This is the
situation is cleared by the nomination
of a candidate for the governorship, fifth serious accident that has befallen
the delegate cannot form any line on the Zeppelin airship, the handling of
been brilliant but brief.
the other offices. Governor John F. which has
Zeppelin- - VI. was under charter to the
Shafroth wants to be
and he is being opposed by Dr. Jef- Passengers Airship Company, having
ferson of Routt county. Neither has repeatedly carried passengers suc- .
Deutech-landenough instructed delegates to make ceeding the recently worked
the 551 necessary for victory but both
are claiming control of the uninstruct-edelegates and there was some live- FATAL GAS EXPLOSION
IN COAL MINE.
ly hustling for votes prior to calling
the convention to order.
Mixed Situation at Denver.
Linton, Ind., Sept, 14. One dead,
Denver, Colo., Sept 14. Although one fatally and five seriously injured,
the
"platform" Democrats Is the result of a gas explosion causwill contest the seats given their op- ed by a defective miners' lamp in Van- ponents on the temporary roll call, dalla Mine No. 10, nine miles from
sentiment seems to favor the tempor- here today. Three hundred men workary roll to stand. There will be prac- - ing the mine changed to another part
o! the mine this mornlng'and this prob
(Continued on Page Eight)
ably prevented a fearful death list
d

CHIEF OF POLICE ARRESTED
FOR VIOLATING LOCAL OPTION.

REVIEWS

To the Dry Farming Congress Tells What Board of Trade
Has Accomplished for
and the American MinSanta Fe
ing Congress

Con- Territorial Engineer Sullivan Private Detectives Watching Only One Stand Patter
to
Escape
Illinois Primaries to Prevent
gressman Manages
Approves Many Water
Land Slides.
Fraud.
of
Bonds.
Repetition
Application
Governor

ROLLS

DELEGATES

Board of Equalization Pre- Roosevelt Has Somewhat the Miles Poindexter Nominated
for U. S. Senator by
Better of It on Face of
pares Draft for ConstituReturns
30,000 Majority
tion Makers
IMSPEGTtQNQFSGEN!

NO 173

Hand Skilled in Surgery Committed the Crime Says
an Expert.
London, Sept. 14. Testifying at the
resumption today of the Crippen mur
der trial, Professor Augustus J. Pepper, pathologist of the University of
London, said that his examination
had convinced him that the human
parts found in the cellar of the Crippen home were severed by a lhand
skilled in surgery and directed by a
hand possessing a real knowledge of
anatomy.
Pepper identified particu
larly pieces of fl$sh six by seven inches in size, as coming from the abdomen and which bore signs which In
his opinion showed skill in operations.
Mrs. Crippen had a similar skin. The
evidence of the experts has been
awaited with eagerness and curiosity.
Dr. Crippen was seemingly as cool as
ever. He listened closely to the testimony. He was attended in court by
a warden.
Unable to Establish Sex.
London, Sept. 14. Under cross-eamination Professor Pepper admitted
that he had been unable to establish
the sex of the victim.
x

credit for this.
3. Our tree planting committee has
continued its work. It .has cared for
the trees on Don Gaspar avenue,
Montezuma and River streets,
and
planted and boxed one hundred new
trees on Cerrillos street.
4.
In August, we complained to
the City Council, about the reckless
speeding of automobiles
and motor
cycles, and this nuisance has been
abated.
5. In September, we took
up the
matter of expectorating in public
and
after
places,
failing with last
year's Council, we finally got relief,
largely through Interesting the local
Medical Society in our
campaign. You
have all noticed that the Plaza,
t
least,, has been properly placarded
lately.
6. In December, we aided our
publicity committee's work by subscribfor
500 copies of the New Mexiing
can's New Year's edition, which has
been malted all over the country. At
cms meeting also'resolutions were ordered sent to the President and both
Houses of Congress,
protesting
against any change of the capital in
the proposed statehood bill. We have
on file replies saying that this matter
would be given careful consideration.
7. In February, our program com
mittee invited A. B. Renehan to ad
dress the board upon the status of
Santa Fe county bonded indebtedness.
For the convenience
of Governor
Curry and others. It was Anally ar
ranged tnat this address should be delivered before a joint meeting of this
body and the Commercial Club. You
all know the reults of that meeting.
It Is probable that to that incident
alone, Santa Fe county owes whatever measure of relief it has been promised in the statehood bill.
8. In June, one of our committees
(Contlnueo on Page Eight)
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new Methodist Episcopal church at Raton, the sum of $3,475.25 was raised In
twenty minutes.
Hides RaArrested for Stealing
DISEASE
A SYSTEMIC BLOOD
mon Armijo was arrested at AlbuquerCatarrh is not merely an affection que on the charge of stealing hides
of the mucous membranes; it is a from Gross, Kelly and Company. He
d
blood disease in which the is aged sixteen years.
Going Home From California Sanentire circulation and greater part of
are
It is more ta Fe trains eastward-bounthe S3'stem are involved.
tourists
as
to
crowded
their
in
the
manifested
guards,
head,
commonly
nose and throat, because ot the sensi-- i who spent the summer in California
tive nature of these membranes, and are rushing eastward.
also because they are more easily
Altered Ear Marks Claudio Aragon
reached by irritating influences from was arrested at Las Vegas on the
the outside. The symptoms of Ca- charge of changing the ear marks on
tarrh, such as a tight feeling in the several sheep belonging to Pettine
head, nose stopped up, throat clogged Brothers.
and dry, hacking cough, etc., show
Raton Team Goes to Pieces After
that the tiny blood vessels of the mucarrying a burden of $1,500 for almost
cous membranes are badly congested two
the business men of Raand inflamed from the impurities in ton months,
have permitted their baseball
the circulation. To cure Catarrh per- team to
go to pieces on its tour, the
manently the blood must be purified last point reached having been
and the system cleansed of all un-

CATARRH

Old Wheat'

Imperial
Jersey Gieam

d

Bobolink
AR1ETY1 FRESH YHAST

WE GIVE CASE REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

Ros-wel- l.

W inter Grocery
f

f

4P SEE

Co.

Ttlephona No.

ioutheait Corner Plaza, Santa Fa.

CALL

40

FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL'LINE OF

healthy matter.
Nothing equate
S. S. S. for this purpose.
It attacks
the disease at its
head, goes down
to the bottom of
the trouble and
makes a complete
and lasting cure
by PURIFYING
the blood. Then
the inflamed
membranes begin
to heal, the head is cleared, breathing
becomes natural and easy, the throat
is no longer clogged, and every unpleasant symptom of the disease disappears. S. S. S. is the greatest of all
blood purifiers, and for this reason is
the most certain cure for Catarrh.
Book on Catarrh and medical advice
free to all who write.
THE SWUI SPECIFIC

wtchs, Clocks

Dtamomis,

THE

6a.

ROID

DAILY

UP.

THE PEN N SYLVAN AN S.
(By W. D. Manning.)
We've wandered far across the plains
I

Goods.

and rivers;
We've passed the Northern lakes
and Western mountains;
We're scattered from Alaska to the
Indies,
From Yokohama to Zambesi's fountains.
We breathe the crystal air of Colorado
And bathe in streams as pure as

MANUFACTURER

Spitz

CO., Atlanta,

JEWELER

Spanish Course in Las Vegas High
School The board of education of
East Las Vegas has decided to offer
a course In Spanish at the Las Vegas
high school. Santa Fe has had a
course in Spanish for a number of
years already.
Voted a Check Frank LeDuc, of
Los Vigiles, San Miguel county, yesterday had returned to him by the
board of county commissioners of San
Miguel county, a check for $2.05 which
he had voted on election day instead
of the Democratic-ballo- t.
Irrigation
Delegates to National
Congress The board of county com
missioners of San Miguel county has
appointed F. H. Pierce, F. E. Olney,
Fidel Ortiz, Jefferson Raynolds and Secundino Romero delegates to the Irrl-- :
gation Congress at Pueblo, Colo,
Ten Days for Vagrancy Gustaf
Baiola, who had come to Albuquerque
from Denver in the search of work,
was given ten days in the Albuquer-- I
He had come
que jail for vagrancy.
in on a freight train, whose conductor
he had given his last 50 cents for the
ride. Raiola is 19 years old.
Sued for a Piano An Albuquerque
piano firm has brought suit against
e Herndon, of Willard, Torrance
county, for damages of $75, replevin
of a piano and the costs of suit. The
plaintiff alleges that it. rented the
piano in question to Dick Elmore and
that, defendant refuses to deliver
piano to plaintiff.
-'

i

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

S.

CUT CUM CURES

Established 1856.

14, 1910

Incorporated 1903

SELIGMANBROSCO

STAY CURED

deep-seate-

Pansy
Also

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

j

l
'

l.

lawB

First Father is Cured of an Eruption that Burned and Itched Day
and Night. Then Baby is Cured
of a Distressing Rash.

WE ARE THE LEADERS
IN DRY GOODS

Neighbors Pleased to Find a Sure
Cure for Skin Afflictions.

"I fullered for eight years with what the
doctors called the 'seven year itch.' This
was like small red pimples ?uch as form on
the face but they burned and Itched, day and
Bight. These pimples were from my ankles
up, but mostly on my thighs and arms. I
tried doctor after doctor but their medicines
brought no relief. But at last I struck the
this was Cuticura. I
right treatment
Cubought a set of the Cuticura Remedies
ticura Soap, Ointment and Pills and a few
applications brought relief. When I had used
about half the set I was nearly cured and after
using two full sets I was well and best of all, I
have stayed cured.
"About four months ago, our baby began
to be covered with a rash and his head with ft
spreading sore. Back of the ears, the flesh
cracked open and the poor baby would
scratch till it bled. He worried, cried and
could not sleep. Then we bought a set of
Cuticura and with a few applications the
burning and itching ceased, baby stopped
Vhen this single
worrying and could sleep.
set had gone we had no use for any more as
was
never
troubled
with
the disease
baby
again. The neighbors who saw the condition
of the baby all asked what cured him and
when we told them, they were surprised and
pleased to find a sure cure for these skin
afflictions.
Edward H. Carter, 323 North
37th St., Camden, N. J., Mar. 6, 1910."

OUR FALL & WINTER GOODS are
now arriving; Mens, Womens and Children Sweaters Newest Styles. A New
line of Trousers and Neckties all the
latest novelities. Mens & Boys Harvard
Suits Latest Styles. A Swell line of
Mens Kenyon Overcoats and Raincoats
just received.

MAKE YOUR
SELECTION NOW.

A single set of Cutlrura Soap and Ointment Is
often sufficient, rendering It the most economical
treatment for affections of the skin and scalp. Sold
throughout tbe world. Potter Drug & Cliem. Corp.,
6ole Props.. 135 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.
jM"Malled free, latest Cuticura Book oa Treatment of Skin and Sculp Affections.

FOR HALF

PHONE
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81
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HE LEADING

HOUSE

WIDOW OF CAPTAIN
DALTON IS DEAD.

Was

mni"!m iinwwgt,'.'.

A

CENTURY

DRY GO
IN

THE

P.O.

219

BOX

CITY.

'

Years of Age and Prominent

the Work of Woman's Relief

;

Corps.
Mrs. Emaline Fletcher Dalton, wi
ow of Captain Dalton. Ued of old age
Monday at her home here on Galis- teo street. She was si years or age
and had been in poor health since
she contracted the grip here one

Mrs. Dalton was born in England
and came to this country when quite
young. She and husband lived for
surf-bea- t
many years on the Upper Pecos at;
the mouth of Dalton canon which is '
Pennsylvania
named after them as Is also the Dal-- '
of
hills
But, oh, the
ton divide. She moved to Santa Fe
The timbered heights, the gorges, of
about twelve years ago, at the time
homeland
BALLOT.
the
THE PURITY OF THE
of Captain Dalton's death and was
The homeland!
'The Republicans will see to that
prominent in the work of the Worn-- !
in the state constitution will be laid
The Western plains are rich, the turf the foundation of stringent election an's Relief Corps.
her are three sons,
Surviving
as fertile
laws that will make the use of money Charles, William and John and three
t
fields along the Nile's for
As
a
election
purposes,
questionable
daughters, Mrs. Frank Sandoval, Mrs.
broad reaches.
in the new Hattie McCullom and Miss Lottie
practical impossibility
lakes are thrilling state."
The wind-sweDalton.
with enchantment,
Mexican
New
from
above
the
The
The funeral took place at 3 o'clock!
and
tawny
Of far outreaching bluffs
of the 8th inst, has the ring of the this afternoon and interment was
beaches.
and I earnestly hope it made in the national cemetery.
The Yukon's shifting sands are filled genuine metal
will be appreciate 1 by every delegate
The
undertaking eswith nuggets,
It tablishment had char of the funeral
to the constitutional convention.
There's riches in the ores o old should
be well understood that such arrangements.
New Foundland;
foundation should be so strong, and
haxe-hiof
vales
Penn
the
But, oh,
so explicit, as to make money or any
sylvania
other corrupt inducement at the polls,
of
The rusty rocks and coal seams
"LAUNBBY
in the legislature and elsewhere an abthe homeland
solute Impossibility.
Fines, no mat
homeland!
The
ter how heavy, are inadequate for the
i
For Best
Work
of such wicked crimes
Beneath the turquois skies or Ari punishment
sen
of
a
short
penitentiary
nothing
zona,
tence should be thought of. Of course, basket leaves Mocday Tuesday
In Africa's blue clay, witn gems the details of laws
to secure the pur- Returns
Thursday and Friday.
abounding;
the legislature,
ballot
of
box,
the
ity
Across the silted seas mat. Doruer
AGENCY
at O. K. Barber Shop
and the exercise of public functions,
China,
constituin
embodied
the
cannot be
Mrs.FO. BROWN Agent
With beauty and with wealth ourtion, but the foundations on which
selves surrounding,
Phone No. 23 Red
such laws are to stand, should be
We seem to find content, me pasi
to
sustain
and
broad,
strong enough
abandon.
them if thev are carried into the
In memory, the years appears a courts of the new state. Disfranchise
WOQM'S HACK LINE
thousand,
ment for life woma ne the proper penof
hills
Pennsyl
tunneled
But, oh, the
Prom
alty to be inflicted on the briber, and
vania
the bribe taker they are equally
the
of
BARRANCA TO TAOS
ridges
The
guilty they are unworthy of enjoying
homeland
South
the glorious privilege of American Meets Both North
Our homeland!
Bounds Trains.
citizenship and should be deprived of
the power of abusing it. If we considLeaves Barranca on the arrival ol
Scarlet Fever Case at Albuquerque er for a moment; that every drop of
One scarlet fever case Is reported holy blood that was shed on the battle Che north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
in Albuquerque.
fields of our country, from Lexington
Ten miles shorter than any other
Death of Aged Merchant Vincente to Appamatox, was shed to procure
Sedillo, aged 70 years, a merchant, and perpetuate the right of equal suf way. Good covered hack and good
dide at Albuquerque on Monday night. frage, we would form some Idea of teams.
Suits on Debts Otto Lange, In tbe what a sacred
Fas
right it is, and what ETrary TtLiXLgr dcaato
district court for Mora county has an awful price It has cost. The good
MonJesus
filed suit for $146 against
eld Quaker poet, Whittier well says:
toya and $84.05 against Julian
Not lightly fall
Beyond recall
Minutes
In
Raised $3,500
Twenty
The written scrolls a breath can float
During the dedication of the beautiful
The crowning fact,
The kingliest act
PLAZA BARBERSHOP
$100 REWARD. S10O.
Of Freedom Is the Freeman's vote.
The readers of this paper will be
For i9 yean the only
Our hearts grow cold
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
first class tonsorial parlor
We lightly hold
been able to cure In all its stages, A right which brave men died to gain;
in Santa Fe.!
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
the cord
The
stake,
OUR NEW PITCH
Cure is the only positive cure now
The axe, the sword,
TREATMENT
known to the medical fraternity. Ca- Grim nurses at its birth of pain.
tarrh being a constitutional disease,
i9
treatment.
guaranteed to cure, (not only
requires a constitutional
Look from the eky,
re ieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken InternLike Gods' great eye,
We also
ally, acting directly upon tbe blood Thou solemn moon, with searching other scalp irritations.
ac implete Mne of all the
and mucous surfaces of the system,
carry
beam,
thereby destroying the foundation of
popular hair and facial tonics.
Till In the sight ,
the
and
the disease,
giving
patient
HERPICIDE, 0E LUXE QUININE & f ITCH
Of
light
strength by building up the constitu Our mean thy pure
seem,
meaner
BATHS BATHS BATHS
tion and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
Shame from our hearts
faith in its curative powers that they
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Unworthy arts,
offer One Hundred Dollars for. any
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
case that it fails to cure. Send for The fraud designed, the purpose dark; laundry en Mondays and Tuesdays
And smite away
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
list of testimonials.
The hands we lay
All work is guaranteed; your
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO..
socks are mended and buttons
Toledo, O. Profanely on the sacred ark.
sewed on you shirts, without
Yours for a good constitution and a
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
extra charge.
pure ballot box.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
sea-sand-

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER

smoke-wreathe-

THE FORUM.

d

'

EVERY DESCRIPTION

IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

OF WORK

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining;
furs and hides for rugs and robes

flood-buil-

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
IQ

PHONE

1

A"3R CANON
'too
road;

JSANTA FE, N, M,

D

Akers-Wagn-

d

k

MULLIGAN
SUCCESSORS TO

J.

IfEuM

RISING

Laundry

D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
130

phone
PICTURE

125 p1Vak"

RED
AND

FRAMINGjjTASTEFULLY

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All hinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Q
Flour, Hay,

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

laurel-covere-

&e

d

FARE

?$5.00

KERR'S

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

rlnSI ILAuS

GRAlNgHOUSE IN SANTA FE

isatisfaotion assured

corrick's hack line kkx

HACK SERVICE

PopS'p1

PtAtaonag Ha

Qm

Bnggies and Saddle Horses

YONTZ watches

MAMUPACTUMR

T!?

Right
Right Servie

f

Prop

OF

MEXICAN FILIGREE

?"JViT

Date Method
JEWELRY
Cut Class. China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

SANTA

M.
.Si:,,.

Why
7

heistne

PHONE RED 122.

Send for the doctor when
thers is sickness in the house?
Do you

one who, through study and
it
training, best fitted to treat the illness
THAT'S HIS BUSINESS.

tj6CuUS6
successfully.

A. L. MORRISON.

is to compound scientifically
the medicine your doctor or
ders. And we are the best fitted through education, experience, and facility, to do his biddind.

Our Business

Key that unlocks success in Business is giving customers
for their good money.
We have done this: That's why we have a big, growing naruware
business.
If you've never dealt with us, "Brace
up." It's time you were getting acquainted with us.
The

good value

WPA?SSAXS We have it.

If it's Hardware

WHOLESALE

ll

AJND RETAIL

Screened

RATON

YANKEE

CERRILLOS

Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
sawed Wood and Kindling,
MONTEZUMA AVKNUE
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T. & 8. F. I spot
Telephone

85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATfc INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract llo youlknow whether
you have an absolute!. title t( the property which von Jiicw'Icjw d?
'

Furnished by

Catron Block

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT

Santa Fe,

N, M

--

Tel

ance

Agency

Blatk76

Y SYAESL!
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horss, Single
Buggies, Surriee, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in

the

Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

Dor Caspar Avenuo

CHAS. CLOSG

PHONE RED 122.

Why!

BRING EVERY PRESCRIPTION TO US FOR RESULTS

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

1
1
1

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

WANTS
at

Two
Coronado.

Furnished rooms

FOR RENT

housekeeping.

WHY

for

160 Garcia.

FOR SALE Two work horses.
at Williams & Rising.

In-

FE

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

Write NOW For

LORIIH
PRIVATE TEXT BOOK

His Defense of Banker John
R. Walsh May Have
Been Cause

80-PA-

AILMENTS PECULIAR TO

Co.

Hotel Frank at Espa-nolApply Mrs. A. Frank, Espanola,

FOR SALE
N. M.

FOR RENT Two rooms furnished

RESORTS

IN

Santa

GE

V0AEN

0ZARK5

Lydia E. Pinkham's

Surplus Wheat Crop of Canada
Somewhat Lower Than
Last Year.

ftJSUSHCTI
THE

Lydia

E

Private Text-BooUpon Ailments
Peculiar to Women
k

BY

PiKKiiwMtwnnf Co

LYNN MASSACHUSETTS

Chicago, III., Sept. 14. A body blow

Notice for
013788. Coal
Small Holding
Department of the

Publication.
Jemez Forest.
Claim No. 1298.

S.

Ct

Fe, N. M., Sept. 7. 1910.

Comr.

at

r

New Mexico Military Institute

at

ROSWELU

Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant hag filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
bo made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.

quire

GOLF
FOR RENT Six room modern
brick cottage. Apply O. C. Watson &

PAGE THREE.

Interior,
United States Land Office,

FREE

LYDIA E. PINKHAAYS

S

girl waitressg.

WANTED
Apply

THE SANTA

14, 1910

'

"

'

it nr

"

j

1

Cuba, N. M., on Octo-

ber 29, 1910, viz: Francisco Atencio,
of Cuba, N. M., for Claim In Sec. 34, T.
21

N., R.

1

W., N. M. P. M.

He names the following witnesses
adto prove his actual continuous
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Vinton Casadas,
Felipe Atencio,
Reyes Ledesma, J. J. Salazar, all of

NEW MEXICO,

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot ot the West ut an e'evatloa of ),700
feet above sea level, sunshine everr day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all graduates from star.dard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern In all respects.
REGENTS
E. A. Cahoon, President; W,
6, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurei; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

at the express companies and the prilight
vate car lines by western railroads it
You Should Send Now
A Flnl&y
is said is foreshadowed bv activity of
book is a treatise on all those diseases peculiar to
This
Cuba, N. M.
For particulars anl Illustrated catalogue
For
A good salesman.
WANTED
Chicago roads in improving their fast
who desires to protest
person
women.
Any
are
in
and
address.
a
Tier-rfully explained
They
plain
simple language,
freight service. The railroads have
particulars address T. D. Burns,
against the allowance of said proof, or
COL. JAS. W. WILL80N,
that anyone can understand, and instructions for a complete
cotnn to the conclusion it is said, that
Amarilla, N. M.
who knows of any substantial reason
Superintendent,
course of home treatment
the present arrangement with express
under the laws and regulations of the
In a word, with Lydia E. Pinkham's Private Text-Boo- k
EIGHT ROOM HOUSE, newly pa- companies and present rates of exat hand Interior Department wby such proof
soon to come to
to refer to in case of need, you need have no cause for anxiety should not be allowed will be given an
pered and painted; new bath room; press companies are
fruit trees, barn, garden and chicken an end and that the roads must take
about your ailments.
opportunity at the
yard. Near Capitol. Year lease $20. over this business. Consequently the
the
tiite and place to
Idea of running fast freight almost on
The
Inquire at this office.
of said claimant, and to ofwitnesses
Danger
Delay
Dasseneer train schedule has been
fer evidence in rebuttal of that subAny woman who possesses this book has at hand such informaor 10,000 adopted to forestall any sudden loss
WANTED
1,000 cattle
mitted by claimant.
tion
as
if
serious
save
her
a
is
and
she
it
illness,
may
ill,
source.
revenue
of
already
Railroad
from this
MANUEL R. OTERO,
sheep to winter and summer. Will
will
her
an
of
case
her
and suggest
give
intelligent understanding
advance freight and carry pasture commissions of various states, includRegister.
a cure. This book is a text-boo- k
not a mere advertising pamphlet.
and feed bill till they are sold. Cronk-hit-e ing Illinois, have decided that express
Fe, New Mexico
and
are
rates
the
excessive
Until
pending
and Chaplin, Watonga, Okla.
you have read it, you cannot make sure of the exact
Notice for Publication.
decision of the interstate commerce
nature of your trouble. A great many women suffer from some
(013846)
to
commission
is
exDected
alone
be
dePRINTER All 'round printer
0,8RYeID CHRISTIAN
Coal Jemez Forest.
complaint, which may not seem very serious to them, because they
rates
notorious
same
the
the
lines
for
sires postion in well equipped shop in
do not know what it is
4423.
lead.
or
No.
Claim
to
what
it
Small
Holding
may
to
enabled
express companies
Arizona or New Mexico. Both city ly have
Department of the Interior,
Perhaps you are one of these women. Do not remain in doubt
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
and country experience, sober, re- pay exorbitant dividends. Predictions
United States Land Office.
another
for
this
send
book
find
one
and
out
for
are
made
that
day
company
express
yourself.
Box
106,
liable. Am no "lunger."
1910.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 7,
This book is written in the kindly sympathetic spirit that guided
after another will accept offers or
West Branch, Iowa.
Notice is hereby given that the folMrs. Pinkham in all her actions towards her suffering sisterhood,
purchase from railroads and within a
named claimant has filed nofew vears cease to exist. One of the
&
and you will feel when you are reading it as though you were lowing
tice of his intention to make final
TYPEWRITERS
greatest gainers by this elimination
a
with
chat
confidential
some
and
and
Academic
claim
his
under
of
having
motherly
Preparatory Courses
proof in support
trustworthy
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New process will be the banks. The Amer16 and 17 of the act of
woman
friend.
sections
afortn
for
Association
ican
Bankers
years
Separate Departments
platents furnished. Ribbons and supMarch 3, 1891 (26 Stats. 854), as
Remember, your letter will be treated as strictly private and
Typewriters sold, exchanged has fought the express companies on
plies.
BOAFiOlMG and DAY STUDENTS
'.Send for Prospectus
act
21,
of
the
amended
February
by
confidential and the book will be posted to you in a perfectly plain
and rented. Standard makes handled. the matter of currency transfers and
1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
efStudies
resumed
a
and
guarvigorous
work
this year inaugurated
All repair
September 5th.
lypewrlters
envelope, without any printing on the outside.
proof will be made before Juan C.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex fort to cut into the business done in
EDWARD
BROTHER
anteed.
President
Sandoval, U. S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba,
-travelers cheques. The system de
Fill
change. Phone Black 231.
Up
CouponN. M., on October 29, 1910. viz.: Celso
vised by express companies was such
cut out this Coupon at once while you think of it. Don't wait till by
Sandoval, of Cuba, N. M., for the
that banks had to do most of the
A GOOD POSITION
and by or you may forget it. It may be the means of saving you from
claim 4423, in sees. 28 and 29, T. 21
Can be had by ambitions young men actual work of transfering money
years of suffering
X., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
perhaps from death itself.
AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW ME
Fill in your name and address and send it along to the Lydia E. Pinkham
and ladies In the field of "wireless" or while the express companies made
He names the following witnesses ROSWELL
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.
the profits.
It will bring you Mrs. Pinkham's
to prove his actual continuous adverse
the U. S. mall and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
railway telegraphy. Since the
Carrying
in a plain envelope by return of post, absolutely free.
Should Have Come to Santa Fe.
PRIVATE TEXT-BOOlaw became effective, and since the
Special automobiles furnished te acpossession of said tract for twenty sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Th hiehest eround between the
wireless companies are establishing
years next preceding the survey of Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengers
Name. ..
-- .Street.
the township, viz.:
stations throughout the country there Rockies (including the Black Hills)
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any
A. Eichwald, Cristobal Casados, Lu land Railroads
of telegraphers. and the Alleghanles has become the
Is a great shortage
and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
. State..
City
ciano Gonzales, Eusebio Trujillo, all Topeha & Santa Fe Railroad.
Positions pay beginners from $70 to prize of Chicagoans, the highest sum
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torof Cuba, N. M.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive rance for Santa Fe, N. ML, by com$90 per month, with good chance of mit of the Ozarks at Windsor
Park,
advancement. The National Telegraph Ark., and promptly has been appro
Any person who desires to protest in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosLeave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
Institute operates six official instituteg bated to the uses of eolf. Already a veltian Ire aroused to about the same thousand plants to the acre and that against the allowance of said proof, or
gourds, who knows of any substantial reason in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
in America, under supervision of R. R. colony of families from Chicago, St. pitch as did the prospect of sitttlng' at by pinching oft the smaller
least 24 hours in advance. Rate foi
and Wireless officials and places all Louis and Fort Smith have built sum the same banquet table with Senator each plant will produce ten gourds of under the laws and regulations of the
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PERSONAL MENTION.

UMSTY.

ALITY.

PIn Id the head jUn Br.ywfcere, fcia ha etxtm.
nothiul
John W. McGee, of Sufala, Okla., is Pin iscongestion,painisj,iood
tlsa
usually. At least so fys Dr. Shoop. and to
hotel.
at Gregg's
prove it he has created a Uttiu pink tablet. Thai
B. F. Pankey of this city was a vis- tublet called Dr. Snoop's Headache lfcblet
Coaxes blood pressure away from pain o?Dtcn.
itor in Las Vegas yesterday.
charmlni. pleaiincly delightful. Gently
Its
safely, It surely equalize the blood circa.
P. D. Colbert, a clothing salesman though
UttlOU.
of St. Louis, is at the Palace.
If you have a headache, It's blood pressure.
If it's painful periods with women, same cause.
Miss Edna George, of Des Moines,
If you are sleepless, restless, norvcus, it's blood
blood pressure. That surely is
congestion
la., is a sightseer in the city.
for Dr. Bhoou's Headache Tablets stop 11
certainty,
Mr. and Mrs. Corbart, of Georgia, it iu 20 minutes, and the tablets simply distribuW
unnatural blood pressure.
are tourists registered at the Palace, j thefirulse
your finger, and doesn't It get red. and
Lawrence F. Lee of Albuquerque. swell, and pain you? Of course
it dews. It's ton.
blood
mention,
pressure, x ou find it where pain
was a Santa Fe visitor last evening.
It's simply Common Sense.
' W. G. Cr Weahrars 2a
teil at
cents, and cheerfully reoonuaefid
District Attorney Charles
Ward is in the capital from Las Ve-

i
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5,1
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sM.rwSra ,? grins
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Dr. Shoop's

gas.
Miss Flora Weil and Lou Weil, of
Kansas City, are sightseers in the
city.
H. A. Chamberlain,
adjutant of
claims for the Santa Fe, is here from

preent
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Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.

the

We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

TRUST CO.

&

INSURANCE

order

SURETY BONDS

that

REAL ESTATE
WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IN BOTH
IMPROVED AND 'UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

J

SANTA PE HARD WA RE & SUPPLY CO,

'Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
See our attractive list before buying.

O.

C- -

WATSON & COMPANY

I

Santa Fe, New Mexico

.

CO.

member there will be much discussion in the
.1. W. Collier of Estancia,
of the mounted police, arrived last Pueblo congress of the treaty with
Mexico and the Elephant Butte pro
evening.
S. M. True and family, ot Center, ject.
New Mexico and El Paso naturally
Colo., are visitors registered at the
stand with the government, and are
time when
Claire hotel.
At the
Don J. Rankin, a businessman of aroused at the possibility of a fight.
of
oil is so
linseed
the
price
of
Alamosa,
the Duke City, arrived from AlbuquerJudge C. C. Holbrook,
SEWALL'S READY MIXis the
it
abnormally high,
Colo., in the San Luis valley, wants to
que yesterday.
ED HOUSE PAINTS, and
Mrs. Bernard S. Rodey, of Albuquer- present the views of his people on respolicy of some houses to
que is the guest of Mrs. Mills at the ervoir sites, to the congress, and his
of
their
SUNSHINE
FINISHES are,
quality
slight
executive mansion.
suggestion has been referred to the
them
adulterate
and
paint,
Former Territorial Treasurer Sam- program committee of the board of
superior to all for LASTING
to hold to a lower
in
uel Eldodt, of Chamita, is in the city. governors of the congress.
and PER-FEC- T
DURABILITY,
He will be a member of the constituWE DO NOT DO
price.
ECONOMY.
TEXAS LEGISLATORS
tional convention.
THIS. Our Paints have the
DAWDLED ALL SUMMER.
Carl P. Naylander and August
same standard of QUALITY
men
are
14.
Denver traveling
The
San Antonio, Texas, Sept.
Huelsebush,
has won them their
Texas legislature has finally adjourncalling on the trade here.
W. M. McCoy, one of the leading ed tfhe fourth called session. They
reputation.
everlasting
Torrance have been at it practically all the sumresidents of Mountainair,
on
a
business
Fe
in
Santa
is
has
been taken up
mer. Their time
countv,
visit.
chiefly in passing an insurance measre
General Charles F. Easley has
ure and the penitentiary reform. A
turned from a business trip to Estan great many radical laws regulating
cia. He was accompanied home by the sale of liquor were also introduced
his daughter Mrs. Angus McGillivray. hut this phase of the legislation was
SS
Mrs. D. W. Daley, of Ft. Madison, finally abandoned.
Iowa, arrived in the city yesterday
of
act
most
Important
Perhaps the
on a two weeks'' visit to her sister this
summer's work was the passage
and brother, Mrs. F. P. Sturges and of the new insurance law which es- i
17,000; market, steady. Beeves
C. V. McKay.
tablishes an insurance board some- ceipts,
Miss Erin Morrison,
daughter of what like a railroad commission. The $4.808.35; Texas steers S3.705.60;
Hon. Robert Emmet Morrison, of Pres-cot- object of this law is to put everybody western steers $4.40(57.00; stackers
cows $2.25
Ariz., arrived today to visit sev- on the same basis in buying insur- and feders $4.006.10;
calves
G.759.25,
C.40;
Jr.
L.
A.
Mrs.
with
Morrison,
eral days
ance and so provide a uniform rate.
Receipts, 35,000; market,
gheep
She Is enroute to resume her studies There has been a great deal of dissatTHIS THE DISCRIMINATING LADIES
CITY
at Trinity College, Washington, D. C. isfaction in Texas this year over the steady to strong. Native steers $2.75
LONG
HAVE
SINCE
LEARNED
To COME
US
4.G0; western $3.254.55; yearlings
Miss Morrison is a grand daughter of fact that insurance premiums
have
FOR NEW SNAPPY SHOES, FOR A WHILE, WE
been advanced fifty to one hundred $4.755.75; lambs native $5.257.10;
Judge A. L. Morrison.
Miguel Ortiz will leave tonight for per cent. The insurance law passed western $3.257.00.
WANT TO DIRECT OUR ATTENTION
THE
the Pacific coast. He will visit Los by the last legislature was blamed for
on
earth
try
want
a
If
anything
for
about
you
San
and
one
was
for
relief
Diego
this and the clamor
Angeles
MEN,
month. The New Mexican will follow of the .reasons for calling the special a New Mexican Want Ad.
WE CAN
YOU AS WELL
THE
him as he has been a constant reader sessions this summer.
for more than twenty years and would
LADIES.
Agitation for penitentiary reform,
just as leave do without his supper started by the San Antonio Express,
NEW LINE OF EVERYDAY SHOES
REthan his favorite paper.
raised a popular clamor and was the
Mrs. Lorenzo Gutierrez will leave other distributing
CEIVED.
factor in forcing
tomorrow for Socorro, where she will the special sessions. The bill finally
NO BETTER VALUES To BE HAD ANYWHERE
visit friends and relatives for a passed on this subject embodies most
month.
of the demands of the advanced creed
The Rev. James Grattan Mythen of humanitarian treatment of crimi103 Pa'
Aveuup.
has returned from Roswell, where he nals, but at the last minute the obPRICES TO SELL IN A HURRY AT
noxious "bat" was thrust back into
preached Sunday.
AND
s
(nailed) - - 75c
Men's
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Morns, of Santa the bill. This provision authorizes the
Ladies' half soles - - - - f0c
Cruz, are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. use of a big leather strap in whipping
50c
Kubber heels
Leo Herscti of this city. .
incorrigible criminals.
returned
from
seeds
Townsend
has
diseased
SPLENDID VALUES IN OLD MENS SOFT AND
Protection against
W. N.
FIRST CLASS WORK
Chicago, where he went on business will be asked by the department of
GUARANTEED.
COMFORTABLE
SHOES. CHEAP AT
and ulso a short .nation.
agriculture of Texas from the next
OUR PRICE
legislature. The department wants
certain laws passed giving them powENGLE DAM CONTROVERSY
AT IRRIGATION CONGRESS. er to inspect the seeds brought into
the state and to regulate the same
BEST GRADE HEAVY SHOES, FOR MOUNIt is Bound to Come Up at Pueblo and of the same. It is claimed that diseased plants have been brought into
Will Open Flood Gates of
CLIMBING OR HUNTING, NEVER WEAR
TAIN
14
the state in this fashion and that as
Oratory.
to
OUT.
Pueblo, Colo., Sept. 14. It looks an economic move it is necessary
as though the Rio Grande river issue, have pure seed in order to have
1
an Ola mena, win again gice- - li healthy plants. There is little doubt
a law will be passed.
gation Congress members when the that such
Pueblo,
held
at
is
session
Eighteenth
G

If 200 TEARS AGO one of your ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
at 5 per cent compound Interest and you had that $200 and the Interest,
each dollar bill were a link In a chain, that chain would reach from New
,
.
Tork to San Francisco , ;
.
Money grows in our bank it you will let it.

UNITED STATES BANK

Headache
Tablets
STRIPLING BURROWS

Topeka.

yl LITTLE lN&A&Ywjth
.

It has never been the selling policy of
this firm to demoralize QUALITY for
price, we have always, held the QUALITY of our goods up to the highest
standards of perfection. Our prices
are based on the SURPRASSING
QUALITY of our goods and are as low
as GOOD QUALITY will permit.

ATTENTION

t,

119

SanFranciscu St.

WE

HAVE

A

Phone. Fed So. 189

t&S&F&XSSgg

Of
To

PINE ASSORTMENTOF

To

ilton Velvet Rues

SATISFY

and Arts and Square Rugs
SEE THEM
EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL

AS

JUST

NICK YANNI'S

SHOP

SHOE

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

GENTLEMEN!

'e

DIRECTORS.

$2.50

half-sole-

Room For Improvement

$2.25,

$3,00.

$5.00,

$4.00.

Ill

a

9

K

-

St "r

r--.-

f$

a,

Wo have it ready for instant use and
ior every purpose, and tflie prices are
satisfactory to all buyers.

with a full sense of our responsibility. So we consider no pains too
great to take to Insure accuracy.
Have us fill yours next time.

Charles W. Dudrow

THE CAPITAL
The New Menca . Printing Com-jan- .
Y
has on hand a large supply ot,
& Co.
pads and tablets suitable for jchooi Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
Wc
,!n1
If you want anythinar on earth try
ajart everywhere.
will sell them at 5 cents in book form ' a New Mexican Want Ad.

P

HARM AC

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

Offers irrigated lands in tracts
.

of

...

all sizes, raw lands,

under ditch, $40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, $60.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHES,
LARGE
AND
SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- ernment land. We have Irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
:
:
j
Invited to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

IN NEW

MEXICO,

LET

US

HR

;RANOHE9.
.LARGK
AND
SMALL.
FROM YOU,

MAKKbTjtEPORT

diamond special police shoes,

per cent; Prime mercantile

2

;
Mexican dollars
44;
paper
64
Amalgamated
Sugar 1171-8- ;
Atchison 981-8- ;
Great Northern pfd.
1251-8- ;
New York Central 1121-4- ;
Northern Pacific 1141-2- ;
Reading
1415-8- ;
113
Pacific
Southern
1651-8;
Union Pacific
Steel 68
pfd. 116
New York, Sept. 14. Lead quiet,
$4.37
copper dull, stand-- !
ard spot $12.1012.20; Oct $12.12
12.20; silver, none.
GRAIN, PORK. CARD AND fi!B5.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 14. Wheat Dec.
98
May 104
Corn Dec. 541-8- ;
May 571-4- .
Oats Dec. 351-4- ;
May 381-4- .
Pork Oct. 12.10; Jan. 18.30.
Lard Oct. 12.20; Jan. 10.621-2- .
Ribs Oct. 11.50; Jan. 9.70.

neat and comfortable, worth
dressy,
a five dollar note of any mans money
AT

St.
steady;
teritory and western mediums 1823;
tine medium 17020; fine 1417.
LIVESTOCK.

Kansas City, Sept.
ceipts 15,000, including
erns. Market steady.

14.

Cattle
3,000

Re-

south-

Native steers

$58; southern steers $3.755.25;
southern cows $34.25; native cows
and heifers $2.756.75; stackers and
feeders $3.406; bulls $3.254.25;
calves $3.75(g8.25; western eteers
Market
Receipts 8,000.
Hogs
Bulk
lower.
fifteen to twenty-fiv$9.259.50; heavy $9.159.35; packers $9.259.50; Light $9.409.55.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 14. Cattle Re- -

TOWNSEND & CO.

N

hkfbou M IS ni km

for often

It yon like good flotlee then
will surely oe charmed

ID S16015

"CHASE

SESL

53

WOOL MARKET.
Louis, Sept. 14. Wool

$4,25,

W.

7--

Silver

at $4.50.

diamond special vicij kid, snappy,

51-26-

"

It

flavor-ricdue-th- e

h,

J

J

Jt

WILD CHERRY,

LERSQW

drinks mA from filtered water,

H, S. KAUNE

B V.BOYLK
CLARENDON

& G0MPA8Y

e

PHONE 2(i

Mgr,

POULTRY

PANSY

aie A geiltS

Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water
SB

AND

&

Light Company

DA,

IRON BREW

WORKS.

PLANTS

MOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

YARDS

ARE SELLING OUT!
FRESH LAID EGOS everyday

Hare bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White "ft'yandotten. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

ervice
and See
them in

m somtUag

KERRY KR1CK, Proprietor

Jt

CLARENDON
GARDEN

rfeiivered

COCO COLA,
Fl2,
WATERS.

SANTA FE BOTTLING
AH

Santa Fe Agents.

electric

supqTsted to tfs thirsty
and invitir.s?

ROOT BEER, KLCHbiKE
TABLE- MINERAL

Satisncellow

result of
scientific, careful blendlnn
of perfectly roasted coffees
from the world's best plantations.

M3nrlag we

GINGER ALE,

BHD"

bas a distinctive,

fying
and

Th

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

NK5HT

cork

soles, most lasting and comfortable
shoes made

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Sept. 14. Call money
1

$4. 00.

Co

St

ROGERS

Hour
We

i

iI

26-3-

IF THE NURSE
IS AS CAREFUL
room
has
exists
the
where
scarcely
been built with our Lumber. Every
to pour out the proper dose as we
architect and builder gives us credit
are in preparing the medicine, ear
for keeping the finest selection of
ly skill can do no more.
Lrmber in the neighborhood. It is all
good, well seasoned timber, too, and WE COMPOUND
free from warpings and Imperfections. PRESCRIPTIONS

--

September
Both Colorado and New Mexico are
aroused. Colorado's state delegation
has already held a caucus on this
question and the foremost writer on
one of the leading Denver newspapers
is now in the San Luis valley writing
a series of stories on the matter.
The Rio Grande controversy win
not down, and has dogged tne ioot.- steps of succeeding congresses ior
years. There generally has been more
or less of a row in the committee on
resolutions and sometimes on the
floor. Indeed, this question may make
the Pueblo congress as famous as the
row did the SpoBallinger-Pincho- t
kane congress of last year.
The Mesilla valley of New Mexico
and the El Paso district of Texas are
beginning to become aroused, and will
send large delegations to Pueblo to
combat the Colorado attitude.
The controversy arises over the
Elephant Bute government reclamation, popularly called the Engle dam.
The determination of the government
to install this project, and the treaty
with the republic of Mexico to furnish
water for 20,000 acres of land across
the border, imposed certain restrictions on the country near the Rio
Grande headwaters, in the San Luis
valley of Colorado. Reservoir sites
and irrigation projects there were naturally estopped, and development
work for some years has been at a
standstill,
Colorado and the San Luis valley
naturally resented this, and so there
has been much discussion in Colorado
from the Colorado standpoint. Colorado newspapers are printing new
stories and editorials as to indicate
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should not be allowed will be given an against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reaat the
ODDOrtunity
son under the laws and regulations ot
the
to
time
and
Forest.
Coal Jemez
place
ofthe Interior Department why sucn
to
and
of
said claimant,
witnesses
Small Holding Claim No. 4266.
fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub- proof should not be allowed will bed
Department of the Interior,
given an opportunit: at the
mitted by claimant
United States Land office,
time and place to cross-eR. OTERO,
MANUEL
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
of said claimant,
witnesses
amine
the
Register.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
and to offer evidence In rebuttal or
lowing-nameclaimant has filed no
that submitted by claimant
Notice for Publication.
tice of his intention to make final
MANUAL R. OTERO,
(013845.)
proof in support of his claim under
Register.
Coal Jemez Forest.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Small Holding Claim No. 4377.
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
i
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
j
United States L'nd Office,
(013779)
470), and that said proof will be made
Coal Land Jemez Forest
Fe. N.
Sept. 6, 1910,
Santa
before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ. S. Ct.
Small Holding Claim No. 4365
Notice is hereby given that the fol
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 28, lowing-namehas filed no Department of the Interior.
claimant
1910, viz:
United States Land Office.
Tranquilino Romero, of tice of his intention to make final
Cuba, N. M., heir of Francisco Romero proof in support of his claim under
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
for the claim 4266 In Sees. 16 and 21, sections 16 and 17 of the act of Marcn
Notice
is hereby given that the folT. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
?.. 1891 (26 Stats.. 854). as amended by
claimant has filed.no-ticnamed
lowing
witnesses
He names the following
the act of February 21, 1893, (27 Stats.
of his intention to make final
to prove his actual continuous adverse
maae
will
be
470), and that said prooi
in support of his claim under
possession of said tract for twenty hefor .Tuan C. Sandoval, U. a.
t proof
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
of
the
the
next
survey
years
preceding
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 27, 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
.
township, viz
1910, viz: Martin Salaz, of Ouoa,
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
J. J. Salazar. Donaciano Lucero, M. M for the claim 4377 In Sees. 22 and Stats.. 4701. and that said nroof will
of
all
M.
Reyes Lucero, Zenon Sandoval,
27, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P.
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
Cuba, N. M
He names the following witnesses S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on OcAnv nerson who desires to protest to prove his actual continuous adverse tober 22, 1910, viz: Vicente Sanchez,
against the allowance of said proof, or possession of said tract for twenty of Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4365 in
who knows of any substantial rea years next preceding the survey of Sec. 6, T. 20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
Hp names the following witnesses
son under the laws and regulations of the township, viz:
to prove his actual continuous adthe Interior Department why sucn
Romero,
J. J. Salazar, Tranquilino
proof should not be allowed will be M. Reyes Lucero, Dionlcio McCoy, ati verse possession of said tract for
at
the
a
twenty years next preceding the surnopportunity
given
of Cuba, N. M.
e
of the township,, viz:
to
and
time
place
Anv Derson who desires to protest vey
Manuel Sanchez. Celso Sandoval,
the witnesses of said claimant,
or
said
of
proof,
allowance
against the
ai.d to offer evidence In rebuttal of who knows of any substantial reason Maurlsio Sanchez, Antonio Casados,
M.
that sutmltted by claimant.
.mder thp laws and regulations of me all of Cuba, N.
Anv nerson who desires to Drotest
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Interior Department why such proof
said proof,
Register.
ohmiiii not he allowed will be given an against the allowance of
or who knows of any substantial read
opportunity at the
Notice for Publication.
e
tne son under the laws and regulations
time and place to
of the Interior Department why such
(013775.)
witTipssps of said claimant, and to or
proof should not be allowed will be
Coal Jemez Forest.
sub
that
of
in
rebuttal
fer evidence
clvpn an ormortunity at the above- Small Holding Claim No. 4341.
mitted by claimant
mentioned time and place to cross- Interior,
the
of
Department
MANUEL R. OTERO,
examine the witnesses of said claim
Land
Office,
United States
Register,
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
of that submitted by claimant.
folthe
that
Nntloe is herebv given
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Notice for Publication.
no
filed
claimant has
(013808.)
Register.
of hia intention to make nnat
Coal Jemez Forest.
under
claim
his
of
3241.
proof in support
Small Holding Claim No.
sections 16 and 17 of the act Of Marcn Department of the Interior,
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
amended
by
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
United States Land Office,
tho ant of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
MASONIC.
470), and that said proof will be made
Nrnti.o is hereby given that the fol
w.
s.
U.
before Juan C. Sandoval,
lowing-nameclaimant has filed no
Montezuma Lodge No
rnmr lit r.nha. N. M.. on October 28, tice of his intention to make nnai
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
Jose de Jesus Herrera, of
1910, viz:
ular communication
proof in support of his claim under
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4341, in sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
first Monday of eacl
M.
M.
P.
1
N.
Sec. 2, T. 20 N., R. W.,
5 ism f2fi stats.. 854). as amended by
month a Masonic hai
He names the following witnesses the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.
at 7.30 y. m.
to prove his actual continuous adverse 470), and that said proof will be maae
H. H. LORMAN,
for
twenty
tract
Sandoval. U. S. Ct.
possession of said
Acting Master,
of
years next preceding the survey
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 27,- ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
the township, viz:
1910, viz: Juan Jose Salazar .transTnso A Padia. Senorito. N. M.; uon- - foroo nf Aianzn Dunn. Cuba. N. M., for
Gonta "Fa Phftntor Nn 1.
A
rnr- onionn T.r.iHrn Cuba. N. M.: Reyes
T?ticm1 q r
Sec.
2.
tract
and
20,
Sec.
tract
1,
the
Jaramillo, Juan A. Parras, both of 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
Senorito, N. M.
wo nnmea the following witnesses
each month at Masonic
desires to protest tn nrnvp his actual continuous adverse
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
of said tract for twenty
against the allowance of said proof,
possession
or who knows of any substantial rea- years next preceding the survey oi uie ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
n
nnder th laws and regulations township, viz:
Santa Fe Commandeiy No.
Trannuilino Romero. Dionlcio mc-of the Interior Department why such
1, K. T. Regular conclave
rrccf choiiirt not be allowed will De- Coy, Zenon Sandoval, Ciriaco C. de
abovefourth Monday in each
of Cuba, N. M.
all
given an opportunity at the
Baca,
month at Masonic Hall at
who desires to protest
mentioned time and place to cruBs-- e
person
Any
claimant
7:30 p. m.
or
omtna
witnesses
- of said
tha
said
of
proof,
allowance
the
"
auiiuc
against
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
and to oif er evidence in rebuttal oi who knows of any substantial reason
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
the
of
claimant
nn
d
tvo
1qt
Iowa
regulations
submitted
by
that
MANUEL R. OTERO,
interior Department why such proof
Santa Fe Lodee of Perfection No. 1
Register.
should not be allowed will be given an 14th rieeree.
Ancient and Accented
a
at
the
opportunity
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
e
the
to
lime and place
Notice for Publication.
on the third Monday of each montn
nritriRaspa of aaid claimant, and to of
(013784.)
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Coal Jemez Forest
1293.
claimant.
No.
Claim
mitted by
Small Holding
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corMANUEL R. OTKKU,
Department of the Interior,
dially invited to attend.
Register.
United States Land office,
JOHN W. MATES, 32.
Venerable Master.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910,
- Notice for Publication.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Notice is hereby given that the foV
(013771.)
Secretary.
inwincr-nameclaimant has filed no
Coal Land Jemez Forest
final
tice of his intention to make
Small Holding Claim No. 4286.
b. p. o. e.
proof in support of his claim under Department of the Interior,
Santa Fe Lodcre No. 460. B. P. O. H.
actions 16 and. 17 of the act of March
United States Land Office,
holds its regular session on the sec3, 1891 (26 Stats. 854), as amended by
S.nta Fe. N. M.. Sent. 5. 1910. - ond and fourth Wednesday of eacb
folth act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats,
Notice is hereby given that the
month, visiting brotners are mvitea
470), and that said proof will be made lnTTn'ner.nHmoi claimant has filed no and welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
hpforfi Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct tice of his intention to make final J. D. SENA,
Exalteg Ruler.
October
on
26,
nrnnf in sunDort of his claim under
Comr., at Cuba, N. M.,
Secretary.
trans-fore- o
Perfecto Martinez,
1910, viz:
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
nf Juan Martinez, of Cuba, N. a 1891 f2fi stats.. 854), as amended oy
KnTahts of Pvthias.
Santa Fe Lodee No. 2. Knights of
M., for the claim 1293 in Sees. 29 and the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats..
maae Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
an T. 21 N.. R. 1 W.. N. M. P. M.
470), and that said proof will be
Ho TiameB the following witnesses to tiofnra Titan ft. Sandoval. U. S. Ct Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
prove his actual continuous adverse Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 22, O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit
nnasPKslrm of said tract lor twenty 1910, viz: Maria Encarnacion
ing Knight a invited to attend.
AUGU8T REINGARDT. C. C.
years next preceding the survey of
ot Cuba, N. M for the claim
K. STAUFFER. K. R. 8
JOHN
w.
1
20
R.
w.,
6.
T.
the township, viz:
Sec.
N.,
4286, in
Tnso lrrancisco Aragon, i'rancisco P M
Ramos Perea,
Aragon y Lucero,
Hp names the following witnesses
Facundo C. de Baca, all of Cuba, jn to prove his actual continuous adverse CHEAP
M
possession of said tract tor twenty
Anv Derson who desires to protest years next preceding the survey oi we
against the allowance of said prooi, or township, viz:
TO ALL POINTS VIA
Lh
inntu of anv substantial reason
Victor Casados, Cristobal de Her
under the laws and regulations of the rera, Antonio Casados, Mauricio San
interior Denartment why sucn prooi chez. all of Cuba. N. M.
should not be allowed will be given an
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
opportunity at the
t,,v,
e
Effective June 2nd. 1910
lriinwa nf anv substantial rea
me
lima and nlace to
witnesses of said claimant, and to of son under the laws and regulations
CITY $74.05
fer evidence in irebuttal of that sub ot the Interior Department why such ATLANTIC
nrnnf nhnillll not be allowed Will be
mitted bv claimant
$73.70
above- - ASBURY
MANUEL R. OTKKU,
given an opportunity at thecross-ex- montioned time and Place to
Register,
BOSTON
$77.95
amino tha witnesses of said claimant
$50.35
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of CHICAGO
Notice for Publication.
Notice for Publication
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General,
New Mexico National Guard.
Albuquerque, N. M., June 29th, 1910.
The Adjutant General,
New Mexico National Guard,
Santa Fe, N. M.
folSir: I have the honor to Invite your attention to the
lowing:
I. It is presumed by the undersigned that all or a large
part of the troops of this territory will attend the encampment in California iu the fall of this year.
II. All military surgeons are convinced of the fact that
while it may be possible to limit the spread of typhoid fever
its
amongst soldiers in camp, it is impossible to preventThis
appearance amongst any large gathering of soldiers.
for the reason that some one or two of each regiment will
probably become infected before coming to the camp although
a numthey may show no signs of the disease; again there are
ber of men who have had the disease and are themselves
cured but who still harbor the germ of the fever and excrete
it in their urine and feces. These persons are known as
un"typhoid carriers"; one of these men in a regiment may
knowingly infect a whole camp.
III. Regiments recruited from country towns are 50 per
cent more apt to carry infection to a camp than those comIt
ing from the large cities. Typhoid is a country disease;
is much more prevalent in the country towns than in the
large centers of population.
IV. Allowing that 600 men go to the maneuvers from this
of
Territory under conditions prevailing at military camps
concentration in the past there will be 115.59 cases of typhoid
fever witih 8.7 deaths amongst these 600 men. (These figures are deduced from the official figures of the
War; cases per 100,000 men 19,265; death rate per
100,000 was 1,463.)
V. Presuming that from the experiences of later encampments since the Spanish War that we can now reduce these
figures 75 per cent, we would still have 29 cases of typhoid
with 2.2 deaths as a result of our trip to California this summer.
VI. The period of incubation of this disease is from 14 to
21 days; so that these 29 cases becoming infected at the
camp would probably show no signs of the disease until
reaching their home towns after the conclusion of their military duties.
VII. It is most probable that these cases would not be
confined to any one company but that each organization
would have one or more men infected which would mean
infecimporting into New Mexico eight or nine centers of
tion in the different parts of the Territory.
VIII. The cost of this small epidemic would be approximately as follows:
$ 84.00
Loss of wages for four weeks at $21 per week
1000
Medicines
31.00
Doctors or Hospital fees
Office of the Surgeon

(Read Up)
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The following letter of the Surgeon General, National
all
Guard of New Mexico, is published for the information of
concerned:

Ute Park, N. M...Lv!

p in

VV.
Ry, train both North and South.
.IDonnects av Colfax with K. P. 4 S.
at Preston N. M.
SStage for Van Houten N, M--M, meets trains
Kll.abethtown, N. M-- , at '9;00 a. m, daily except
Stage leaves Ute Park. N!, , for
round trip: fifty poundKbnggafre carried free.
Sundays Pare $2.00 one way $3.59
for the south at 11:11 P- m. arrives from the
0. 8. train leaves Des Moines. N,
outh at 4:38"a. m.

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

J. VAN HOUTEN,

E. J. DEDMAN,

V. P. & G. M.,

Superintendent,

Spanish-America-

ASK FOR TICKETS

freight;

SHIP YOUR

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
81 Paso & Southwestern System

i

The Best Route

East or West

-

m
For Rates acd fall information address
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m

$2775.00

Total

J
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.

s

SUMMER

In view of the above facts I wish to invite attention to the
procedures now in vogue in the Armies of England, Germany
and the United States for the prevention of the incidence of
typhoid fever in camps of concentration such as the one our
troops are about, to occupy.
These armies are now practicing a system of inoculation
of their troops with the killed bacillus of typhoid fever; with
t)he result that regiments that have been inoculated not only
have a great reduction in the death rate from the disease
but have also a reduction of over 50 per cent in the number
of cases which develop.
inoculation in the
Since the introduction of
U. S. Army there have been only 135 cases of this fever
among about 75,000 men.
The Board of Officers appointed by the Surgeon General of
the Army to investigate this matter before applying it in
the service submitted as follows:
"The Board is convinced that the practice of
inoculation is both useful and harmless and offers a practicable means of diminishing the amount of typhoid fever in
the Army in times of peace and war."
"It finds that the experience to date with
vaccination justifies it in recommending the introduction of
the practice in the regular and volunteer armies in time of
war."
"It recommends the immediate introduction of the practice of voluntary inoculations against typhoid fever in the
hospital corps, army nurse corps, and in any expedition of
troops from the regular army which is ordered to take the
field for active service. And further, that an opportunity be
given to volunteers from the army as a whole to be protected
by vaccination against typhoid fever."
The technique of the operation of immunizing against
typhoid is to inject under the skin of the arm a dose of the
vaccine with a hypodermic needle; this gives
rise to a slight soreness within six or eight hours but this
passes away within 48 to 72 hours; there is rarely any soreness of the arm which might incapacitate one for their usual
vocation and even in these rare cases the indisposition lasts
not more than twelve hours. After ten days the inoculation
should be repeated; this second dose rarely gives rise to any
symptoms at all.
Considering the good ttiat has already been accomplished
by these inoculations and the likelihood of exposure to
typhoid fever in camp; its high death rate and protracted
course even in those recovering I should respectfully recommend the following:
I. That a letter explanatory of these facts be addressed
to all Company officers to be read and explained to the command. This should be done by the Surgeon if one Is assigned
to duty with t!he command.
II. That the commands be requested to volunteer for such
protection against typhoid fever and that the names of all
men volunteering for such protection be submitted through
the Adjutant General to the Surgeon General of the National
Guard.
III. That when this result is known that the Adjutant
General make requisition to the Surgeon General of the
vaccine as
Army for such number of doses of
may be required to successfully vaccinate the members of
the Guard requesting this protection.
IV. That the nearest Surgeons of the National Guard be
ordered to proceed to such places as may be necessary to
make these Inoculations.
the National Guard
By fulfilling these recommendations
of New Mexico will not only be protecting itself against the
most deadly of camp diseases but will place itself at the top
of all state troops in being the first to emulate the work of
the regular army in the prevention of disease In camp.
Very respectfully,
ROBERT SMART,
Colonel and 'Surgeon General, N. M. N. G.
Sufficient vaccine to immunize 500 men against typhoid
has been ordered from the War Department. Each man
who is to attend the encampment in California during the
current month will be given an opportunity to be vaccinated.
Submission to vaccination will be entirely voluntary on the
part of each man and no man who objects to same wfll be
d
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INCLUDING
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BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
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GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
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five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office,
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 11th day
of November, 1910.

Notice for Publication.
(06904)
Not Coal.

Department of the Interior,
TJ. &. Land Office.
Claimant names as witnesses:
confa irn N. M..' Sent. 10. 1910.
UCULvot
Cruz Archuleta, Juan Vianueva,
Notice is hereby given that Pascual Ventura Anaya, Guadalupe Montoya,
on
N.
M.,
who,
of
Galisteo,
Vianueva,
M.
en- all of Galisteo, N.
Angust 4. 1905, made homestead NW
MANUEL R. OTERO,
for
8439,
No.
try (serial 06904).
Register.
SB 4 NW
S 2 NB
NB
13 N.,
Section 15, Township
If you are In need of anytllng, try
has
Range 8 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
a New Mexican Want Ad.
filed notice of Intention to make final
1-- 4

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--
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cross-examin-

above-mentione-
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For each case
For 29 cases
Funeral expenses for two deaths
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Adjutant General.

above-mentione- d

PARK

(013843.)
Coal Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 4370.

Department ot the Interior.
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing-nameclaimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
mn in pnnnort. of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3 1891 (26 Stats. 854), as amended by
the act ot February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.
made
470), and that said proof will be
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
rnmr- - ot Cuba. N. M.. on October zts,
1910, viz: Juan Aragon, transferee of
Porfllla Martinez. Cuba. N. M., lor
the claim in Sees. 19, 20, 29, and 30,
d

.

T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.

wo names the following witnesses
tn nrnvo his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract lor twenty

Adjutant General. "
'

Mrs. Jacob Wilmert, Lincoln, I1L, weeks ago I got Foley Kidney
found her way back to perfect health. and gave them a fair trial. They
She writes: "I suffered wltV kidney me great relief, so continued till
trouble and backache and my appe I am again In merfect health."
tite was Yery poor at times. A few Capital Pharmacy.

Mexico .Central

cross-examin-

A. S. BROOKES,

A. S. BROOKES,

TRIP

RATES

vaccinated.
In view of the fact that the reaction Is generally mild It
is recommended that each man who is to attend the enSurgeons who vaccinate
campment submit to vaccination.
will keep a record of each man vaccinated on Form 223A, W.
D., S. G. O., and forward,, when completed, all forms to this
office for file.
.
By command of the Governor.
Official:

s,

Pills
gave
now

The

that submitted by claimant

MANUEL R. OTEKU,

Register.
Notice for Publication.
(013836.)
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 4322
DeDartment of the Interior,

DETROIT
$60.35
HOT SPRINGS
$44.60
CITY
KANSAS
$35.35
LOUIS
ST
$44.35
NEW YORK
$75,15
12 Hour
DAYLIGHT TRAINS

United States Land Office,
Sept. 5, 1910.
Santa Fe, N.
Kntios is hereby given that the fol- innrfnv.named claimant has filed no
BETWEEN
tice ot his intention to make final
under
proof In support ot his claim March
sontinn in and 17 of the act of
& 1
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
1893
Stats
(27
the act ot February 21,
maae
470), and that said proof will De
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
22.
on
October
N.
M.,
a. m. Daily.
Comr., at Cuba,
1910, viz: . Nicolas Bauejos, oi wuua,
34
In
Sees.
For information regarding freight
w m for the claim 4322.
and 35, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
and passenger rates etc. ca
He names the following witnesses
adverse
continuous
n nrmro hia actual
at city office, Laughlin Block
possession of said tract for twenty
or Phone" 145.
yeare next preceding" tne survey oi
the township, viz:
r.nsados n. A. Miera. Fran
cisco Atenclo, Felipe Atencio, 'all of
L. H. GIBSON,

Santa Fe

the survey oi me
years next preceding
-township, viz:
m Tvw T.ncero. J. J. Salazar,
Apolonio Martinez, Pulidor Martinez,
all of Cuba, N. M..
tin nerson who desires to protest
or
against the allowance of said proof,
who knows of any substantial reason
niAi thn laws and regulations of the Cuba, N. M.
person who desires to protest
Interior Department why such proof

Faso

-

City

Frt.& Pass.

At.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

14, 1910

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
CERTAIN RESULTS

HOTEL ARRIVALS

Chamita; A. J. Westland, Denver;
Miss Flora Weil and Lou Weil. Kan- sas City; T. T. Frith, Denver; Mr.
and Mrs. M. Corbart, Georgia; W.
Llewellyn, Denver; William M. Rick- man, Mcintosh; C. D. Johnson, Denver; Edna George, Des Moines, la.
Claire.
S. M.

True and family

,M. I. Winger,

Center, Colo.; Eugenlo A. Abeyta,
Park View; C. Lobin, Cerrillos; Constantino de Lallo, City; Carl P.
August Huelsebush, Denver;
H. A. Chamberlain, Topeka, Kan.; H.
S. Philips, Buckman; L. E. Edmlnster,
Alamosa; D. J. Rankin, Albuquerque;
C W. G. Ward, Las Vegas; S. N. Watson Trinidad; W. W. Savecool,, San
Francisco; M. L. Meyer, Chicago.
Gregg's.
L. G. Shanklln, St. Louis; L. F. Lee,
Albuquerque; W. M. McCoy, Mountain-air- ;
W. Parish, Clovls; J. W. McGee,
Eufala, Okla.; H. L. Pollard, Espano-la- ;
S. C. Hall, Trinidad; J. W. Collier, Estancia; A. Sanger, Albuquerque.
Coronado.
Grover Hightower, Capitan; J. M.
Hartley, Buckman; C. Moulton
H. Guy, Lamy.
Mor-lart-

20 YEARS AGO TODAY
From the New Mexican of this dats

ment training schools and those other
schools partically sustained by the
government
It was shown that the adult Indians
now usually consent to send their
children to the school whose representative offers them the best prizes
in the way of beads, jewelry and other
trinkets an the perniciousness of this
system was printed at some length.
At the same time it was suggested
that the Indian bureau designate one or
more of its numerous special agents
to go with the representatives of the
schools upon the reservations and demand the attendance of the children
in the name of the government.
Copies of the New Mexican containing
the article were forwarded to Washing and Prof. Chase of the Ramona
Indian school, also made a recommendation to the same effect, with the result that they have received very favorable consideration at the hands of
Commissioner

General

Morgan. The

above-mentione- d
cross-examin-

Nothing uncertain about the work
of Doan's Kidney Pills In Santa Fe.
There ,s plenty of poslUve proof of
this in the testimony of citizens. Such
evidence should convince the most
skeptical doubter. Read the following
statement:
Mrs. Desederia J. de Qulntana, Col
lege St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Several years ago I used Doan's Kidney
Pills and I was cured of a bad attack
of kidney complaint. At that time a
statement appeared in the local pa
pers, telling of my experience and I
now take pleasure in confirming all
that was then said in favor of Doan's
Kidney Pills. I had pains in my back
that made it difficult for me to stoop
and there were othe.- troubles which
plainly showed that my kidneys were
at fault. Soon after I began taking
Doan's Kidney Pills, Improvement
was noticeable and the contents of
two boxes restored my kidneys to
their normal condition and removed
the pain from my back. I am glad to
say that during the time that has
since passed, my cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
-

Foster-Milbur-

n

1890.

Improving the Indian Service.
Some weeks ago the New Mexican
published an article in this paper suggesting some changes In the present
method of selecting Indian children
for education in the various govern-

son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
Pa- proof should not be allowed will be
blo Gonzales. Casimiro Galegos,
all given an opportunity at the
e
of Cowles, X. M.
time and place to
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the witnesses of said claimRegister. ant, and to oiler evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Notice for Publication.
(013780.)
Register.
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Notice for Publication.
Small Holding Claim No. 4372.
(013804)
Department of the Interior,
Coal Jemez Forest.
United States Land Office,
Small Holding Claim No. 3229.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the follo- Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
wing-named
claimant has
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 7, 1910.
of his intention to make final
Notice is hereby given that the folproof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March lowing named claimant has filed no3, 1891 (2C Stats., 854), as amended by tice of his intention to make final
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
470), and that said proof will be made
1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct 3,
the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 25, by
470), and that said proof will
Stats.,
Mauricio
1910, viz:
Sanchez, of Cuba,
made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
be
N. M., for the claim 4372 in Sec. 7, S.
Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc
T. 29 N., R. 1 W., and Sec. 12, T. 20
tober 29, 1910, viz: Telesfor Sandoval
M.
2
M.
R.
N.
P.
W.,
N.,
transferee of Carlos B. Romero, of
He names the following witnesses
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3229, in
to prove his actual continuous adverse Sees. 29 and 32, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N.
possession of said tract for twenty M. P. M.
years next preceding the survey of the
He names the following witnesses
township, viz:
adto prove his actual continuous
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez, verse possession
of said tract for
Sam Wiggins, Elias Sanchez, all of twenty years next preceding the sur
Cuba, N. M.
vey of the township, viz:
Any person who desires to protest
Cristoval Casados, Tranquilino Roagainst the allowance of said proof, mero, Jose Andres Archibeque,
or who knows of any substantial reaJaramillo, all of Cuba, N. M.
son under the laws and regulations
Any person who desires to protest
of the Interior Department why such against the allowance of said proof,
proof should not be allowed will be or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
given an opportunity at the
e
of the Interior Department why such
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, proof should not be allowed will be
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of given an opportunity at the
time and place to
that submitted by claimant.
the witnesses of said claimMANUEL R. OTERO,
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Register.
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Notice for Publication.

Claimant names as wltneses:
Ramon Qulntana, Henry Mente,

Many a Santa Fe Citizen Knows How
Sure They Are.

Palace.
P. D. Colbert, St. Louis; J. E.
Brown, Pecos, Tex.; Samuel Eldodt,

day of November, 1910.

3 inch to 6 Inch diameter; three steam
boilers, one Janesville make and two

Ames make; one No. 5 Duplex-Snopump; one Smlth-Vail- e
Duplex pump
No. 3; one American deep well pump
No. 8; one Knowles Duplex pump No.
6; .one 125 H. P. steam engine; one
45 K. W. electric generator; lot of
small tools; blacksmith outfit all the
above constituting mining claims and
plant of the defendant company at
and near Golden aforesaid.
Any creditors or group of credi
tors may become purchaser at such
sale and apply their allowed claims
upon the purchase price, but In such
event there shall be sufficient cash
paid upon the purchase price as will
pay for the taxes, the receiver's cer
tificates and their interest, the allowances made to receiver and his attorney and the claims for labor and custodianship and any and all other
claims herein preferred except in
case of such of the holders of preferred claims as may combine for the pur
chase of said premises at such sale,
and all other claims for labor, not
herein specifically mentioned, but
which may be hereafter allowed in
this proceeding.
The rank and order of payment of
the several claims shall be as follows:
First, taxes and costs of court; second, labor and custodian charges;

!

filed-notic-

e

Ata-naci- o

above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

above-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

Register.

(013807)

Coal Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 3241.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 27, 1910, viz: Noberto Garcia,
transferee of Alonzo Dunn, of Cuba, N.
M., for the claim 3241, being tracts 1,
2 and 3, in Sec. 20, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Jose A. Archibeque, Francisco A.
Lucero, Jose R. Montoya, J. J. Sala- zar, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowaace of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above- mentioned time and place to cross- examine the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Notice for Publication.
(013793.)

Coal Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 1306.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that tlhe following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 28,
viz:
Octaviana
1910,
C.
de
of
transferee
Romero,
Jose Antonio Gallegos, for the claim
1306, in Sec. 15, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N.
M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous
adverse possession of said tract for

11.
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Francisco Atencio, Victor Casados, all

of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

Register.
Notice for Publication.
Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
August, 31, 1910
Notice is hereby given that Teodora
Montoya, widow of Necasio Archuleta,
of Kennedy, N. M., who, on August 7,
1905, made Homestead Entry (Serial
06910) No. 8445, for NE
SW
SE
and NW
Section 8, Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
27th day of October, 1910.
Claimant names a witnesses:
Felix Montonya, Nestor Arabe, Marcos
all of
Gonzales, Pascual Vianneva,
Kennedy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
4

4

4

Register.
Notice for Publication.
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
5
Small Holding Claim No. 3245.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of bis intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 24,
Ursulo Segura, transferee
1910, viz:
of Luis Jose Romero, of Cuba, N. M.,
for the claim 3245 in Sees. 28 and 29,
in T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Dionicio McCoy, Tranquilino Romero, Donaciano Lucero, Reyes Ledes-ma- ,
all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
ilAXUrL R. OTERO,.
.
'
above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

cross-examin-

to-w- it

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

cross-examin-

above-mentionecross-examin-

1-- 4,

1

no-lir-

W.,( N. M. P. M.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continous
possession of said tract for
tventy years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Vi-tCasaus, Guadalupe Aragon,
Ponc'ano Casados, Antonio Casados,
all of Cuba, N. M.
Anv person who desires to protest
agalnpt the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
givon an opportunity at the above- mentioned time and place to crossexamine the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO

e

or

1--

t:

d

Teo-dor-

2

1--

above-mentione-

J

Notice for Publication.
(015799)
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 1358.
Department of the Interior,

United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Zb mats.. Ha4l. as amenricul
), ism
21. ms. in
by the act of Fehrnar
Stats.. 470), and that said woof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, V.
S. Ct Comr., at Cuba, N. M.. on October 25, 1910. viz: Reyes Jaramillo,
of Cuba, N. M., for the claim 1358, In
Sees. 33 and 34, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N.
M. P. M.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for

twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
E. A. Miera, Manuel Aragon. Felix
Montano, Francisco Aragon, all of

Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to proteBt
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above- mentioned time and place to
e
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
cross-examin-

Register.

Register.

d

1--2

tu

(013811.)

general states In a private letter received yesterday that the sugestion is
an admirable and timely one and will
he acted upon by the Indian department.
third, Receiver's certificates; fourth,
the sum allowed to the Receiver firsttwenty years next preceding the surOur Land Titles.
ly in the decree; fifth, the allowance
vey of the township, viz:
The first step necessary In order to the Receiver's attorney firstly menJ. J. Salazar, Donaciano Lucero, M.
to' secure immigration from the east tioned in the decree; sixth, the condiReyes Lucero, Zenon Sandoval, all of
to
and
the Receiver
and thus bring about the development tional allowances
.
Cuba, N. M.
Register.
of the great natural resources of New his attorney, as specified in the deAny person who desires to protest
cree; seventh, the deed of trust in
against the allowance of said proof,
Notice for Publication.
favor of the Empire Trust Company
or who knows of any substantial rea
(013770.)
son under the laws and regulations
puted, for everybody admits. States- and the bonds thereby secured, as deCoal Land Jemez Forest.
men and
all agree that clared In the decree; eighth, all othof tlhe Interior Department why such
Small Holding Claim No. 4267.
we can never make much progress er claims;
proof should not be allowed will be
It is the order of the court that no
until we get our land titles settled
given an opportunity at the above- - Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
mentioned time and place to
because people will not risk their sale shall be effective or valid unless
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
claimsaid
of
the
witnesses
money in property unless they can it produces $60,000 gross.
Register.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
The purpose of the said sale lsto
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
obtain a resonably safe title.
lowing-nameof that submitted by claimant.
claimant has filed no
Now whenever we have votes In prevent the property of the defendant
Notice for Publication.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
tice of his intention to make final
from
deterioration and
Congress we shall have our land titles company
(013806)
s claim under
Register. proof in support ot
settled, and with our titles quited we waste, and to provide funds to pay off
Coal Jemez Forest.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
shall be put on the high road to popula- and discharge the Indebtedness of the
Small Holding Claim No. 3241.
Notice for Publication.
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
said company according to the rank
tion, development and prosperity.
Department of the Interior,
(013817)
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
aforesaid.
Land
United
Office.
States
NOTICE.
Coal Jemez Forest.
The sale of the assets of the defend470), and that said proof will be made
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
In the Probate Court In and for the ant
Small Holding Claim No. 3253.
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
of
to
deed
is
the
folcompany
subject
is
that
the
Notice
hereby
given
of
of
Santa Fe, Territory
County
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 24
trust of the Empire Trust Company of lowing named claimant has filed no- Department of the Interior,
New Mexico.
United States Land Office.
1910, viz: Zenon Sandoval, of Cuba,
New Tork City, New York, as trus- tice of (his intention to make final
'
In the matter of the estate of
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
N. M., for the claim 4267, in Sec. 6, T.
tee
bonds thereby secured proof in support of his claim under
the
and
Harvie S. DuVal, deceased', Intestate.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- 20
N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
and the interest accrued and accruing sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
named claimant has filed noPublic notice is hereby given that
lowing
He names the following witnesses
to
the 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
said bonds except' as
the
upon
tice of his intention to make final
the twelfth day of Septem- said
upon
taxes, labor and custodian claims, by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 proof In support of his claim under to prove his actual continuous adverse
ber A. D. 1910, Hugh F. DuVal was Receiver
allow- Stats., 470), and that said proof will
and
the
possession of said tract for twenty
certificates
by said court duly appointed adminis- ance made to the Receiver and his at- be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. sections 16 and 17 of the act of March years next preceding the survey of
1891
as
3,
amended
(26
Stats.,
trator of the estate of said decedent
854),
torney, as to which the said claim of S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 the township, viz:
and has qualified as such and all per- the
Vincente Sanchez, Jose Francisco
shall be tober 27, 1910, viz: Jose Garcia, trans'
Trust
Company
Empire
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
sons having claims against the estate
subordinate, and out of the assets of feree of Alonzo Dunn, of Cuba, N. M., be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. Aragon, Mauricio Sanchez, Manuel
of said decedent are hereby required
the said defendant company or the for the tract L Sec. 20, and tract 2, S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc Sanchez, all of Cuba, N. M.
to present the same within the time
Any person who desires to protest
proceeds of any sale thereof, the in- Sees. 20 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. tober 28, 1910, viz: Donaciano Lucero,
prescribed by law.
terest due or which may accrue at the M. P. M.
of Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3253, in against the allowance of said proof,
He names the following witnesses
NOTICE.
time of said sale shall be first paid
tract 1, Sees. 21 and 28, tract 2, Sees. or who knows of any substantial rea
Notice is hereby given that pursu after the settlement of the accounts to prove his actual continuous ad' 28 and 29, all in T. 21
N., R. 1 W., N son under the laws and regulations
ant to a decree of the District Court and allowances hereinbefore specified. verse possession of said tract for M. P. M.
of the Interior Department why sucn
of the First Judicial District of the The Receiver will hold and dispose twenty years next preceding the sur
He names the following witnesses proof should not be allowed will be
of
the township, viz:
d
to prove his actual
Territory of New Mexico for the "coun- ot the proceeds of any sale made pur- vey
continuous ad given an opportunity al the
Jose A. Archibeque, Francis A. Lu verse
e
time and place to
ty of Santa Fe, In cause No. 6559, en- suant to the authority of any decree
of said tract for
possession
titled A. L. Harroun et al., plaintiffs, In accordance therewith and under cero, Jose R. Montoya, J. J. Salazar, twenty years next preceding the surthe witnesses of said claimant,
all of Cuba, N. M.
vs. Gold Bullion Company, a corpora- the directions of the court.
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
vey of tlhe township, viz:
who
to
desires
Any person
protest
JAMES A. WOOD.
Dionicio McCoy, Victor Casano, Cel- - that submitted by claimant.
tion, defendant, entered on the day of
against the allowance of said proof, so Sandoval, Jose Andres
Receiver.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
July, 1910, I, the undersigned receiver
Archibeque,
or who knows of any substantial rea all
in said cause duly appointed, at the
of Cuba, N. M.
Register.
son under the laws and regulations of
mill or dredge upon the property hereAny person who desires to protest
Notice For Publication.
the
Interior
such
why
Department
inafter described, at Golden, in the
Notice for Publication.
against the allowance of said proof,
of the Interior,
proof sihould not be allowed will be or who knows of
(013837)
any substantial rea
county of Santa Fe, New Mexico, on Department
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. given an opportunity at the above- - son
Coal Jemez Forest.
under the laws and regulations
Saturday, the 29th day of October,
15, 1910. mentioned time and place to
August
of the Interior Department why such
Small Holding Claim No, 4328.
1910, at the hour of 2 o'clock in the
the witnesses of said claim
.Forest Reserve. 03857 Not Coal..
proof should not be allowed will be Department of the Interior,
afternoon, at public auction, will offer
Notice Is hereby given that Emery ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
d
United States Land Office.
given an oppbrtunity at the
for sale and sell en masse, as most C.
Arnold, of Pecos, N. M., who on of that submitted by claimant.
e
time and place to
Santa Fe, N, M., Sept. 6, 1910.
conducive to a Just and adequate price,
MANUEL
enR.
OTERO,
26, 1904, made homestead
the witnesses of said claim
Notice Is hereby given that the folall the lands and real estate, goods August
Register. ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal lowing named claimant has filed no(Serial 03857), No. 8044, for SE.
and chattels of the defendant, Gold try NW.
NW. 4
SW.
E
of that submitted by claimant.
tice of his intention to make final
corBullion Company, a New Mexico
SW.
Notice for Publication.
Section 11, Township 17 N.,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
proof in support of his claim under
poration,
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
(013795)
Register sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
The Golden Eagle placer mining Range
Coal Land Jemez Forest
filed notice of intention to make final
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
claim containing 80 acres; the Rising
Small Holding Claim No. 1351.
five year proof, to establish claim to
Notice for Publication.
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Sun Placer Mining Claim containing
the land above described, before Reg Department of the Interior,
(013827.)
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
80 acres; The Alamo Placer Mining
United States Land Office.
ister
and Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Claim containing 160 acres; the Hazel on
N.
Santa Fe,
M., Sept. 5, 1910.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M.( on Octhe 13th day of October, 1910.
Small Holding Claim No. 4264.
Mining Claim containing 64 acres; the
Notice is hereby given that the folClaimant names as witnesses:
tober
27, 1910, viz: Juan Montano, of
of
the
Interior,
Department
Claim
Cora Placer Mining
containing
Charles Closson, Santa Fe, N. M.; lowing named claimant has filed noN. M., for the claim 4328, In
Cuba,
United
Land
States
Office,
67 acres; the Golden Fleece Placer
Sees. 14 and 23, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N.
Simeon Vivash, Romulo Lopez, Mar tice of his intention to make final
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
In
Mining Claim containing 120.94 acres, tin
of
claim
his
proof
under Notice
support
Varela, all of Pecos, N. M. .
fol M. P. M.
all situate In or near the New Placer
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March lowing-name- is hereby given that the noHe names the following witnesses
MANUEL R. OTERO,
claimant
filed
has
1891
of
3,
Mining District, and near the town
(26 Stats., 854), as amended
to prove his actual continuous ad
to
final
tice
Register
intention
of
make
his
Golden in the county of Santa Fe,
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
In support of his claim under verse possession of said tract for
New Mexico; 7 lots, 5j feet by 160
Stats., 470), and that said proof will proof
16 and 17 of the act of March twenty years next preceding the sursections
Notice
for Publication.
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
feet, In the' town of Golden aforesaid,
1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by vey of the township, viz:
3,
(06951)
S.
Ct.
Oc
at
N.
a
on
Comr.,
house of eighteen
M.,
Cuba,
Improved by
Ciriaco C. de Baca, Reyes Ledesma,
Pecos. Forest Not Coal Land. ... tober 25, 1910, viz: Atanaclo Jaramillo the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
rooms; the Harold well and 5 acres
Tranquilino Romero, Dionicio McCoy,
of
said
will
the
that
made
be
and
470),
Department
Interior,
proof
of Cuba, N. M., for the claim 1351, in
therewith adjoining the Alamo Placer
all of Cuba, N. M.
.
U. S. Land Office.
Sees. 34 and 35, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.. N. before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ. S. Ct
Mining Claim on the west; and on the
Any person who desires to protest
1910.
N.
Santa
N. M., on October 26,
M., Sept. 10,
at
Comr.,
Fe,
Cuba,
M.
M.
P.
one
with
Golden Townsite, equipped
against the allowance of said proof,
o
Notice is hereby given that
'He names the following witnesses 1910, viz: Epltacio Dominguez, ot
deep well pump and electric motor;
of Cowles, N. M., who, on to prove his actual continuous ad- Cuba, N. M., by his administrator, or who knows of any substantial reaVilles,
son under the laws and regulations of
two wells on the GoldenFleece Placer Sept. 6, 1905, made homestead entry
verse possession of said tract for Casimiro Dominquez, for the claim In the Interior
with deep
Mining Claim, equipped
Department why such
No.
E
for
8504,
06951),
SW
1
(serial
twenty years next preceding the sur- Sees. 24, 28, 33 and 34, T. 21 N., R.
well pump and electric motors; the
proof should not be allowed will be
SE 4 NW
Lot 3, Section vey of the tewnship, viz:
and
M.
N
,M.
P.
W.,
d
given an opportunity at the
Kelly well situate on the Alamo 1, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
He names the following witnesses
E. A. Miera, Manuel Aragon y Lu
time and place to cross-Placer Mining Claim, equipped with P. Meridian, has filed notice of InArato
cero, Felix Montano, Francisco
prove his actual continuous adverse examine the witnesses of said claimdeep well ump and electric motors; tention to make final five year proof, gon, all of Cuba, N. M.
possession xl said tract for twenty ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
one steel traction : dredge, Marion to establish claim to the land above
Any person who desires to protest years next preceding the survey of of that submitted by claimant.
Steam Shovel Co. make; two 85 gallon described, before Register and Reagainst the allowance of said proof, the township, viz:
MANUEL R. OTERO,
water
two
miles
of
pipe.
steel tanks;
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M.. on the 10th or who knows of any substantial rea- - Luciano
Gonzales, Ramon Casados,
Register
4

Notice for Publication.
(013820)
Coal land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 3259.
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 110.
Notice Is hereby given that the fole
filed
lowing named claimant
of his intention to make final
roof In support of his claim under
s'. ctions 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
bo made before Juan C. Sandoval, V.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 22, 1910, viz: Cristobal de Her-rerof Cuba, N. M., heir of Juan de
Jesus de Herrera, for the claim No.
3259, In Sees. 22 and 27, T. 21 N, R.

Notice for Publication.
(013791)
Coal land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 1303.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 25, 1910, viz: Manuel Aragon y
Lucero, of Cuba, N. M., for the claim
1303, in Sees. 20, 21 and 28, T. 21 N.,
R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
E. A. Miera, J. J. Salazar,
Fells
Montano, Jose Andres Archibeque,
all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by nlalniaV
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,
above-mentionecross-examin-

Notice for Publication.
(013812)
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 3248.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed no
tice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 189S (27
Stats., 470), and Chat sj.id proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval. U,
S., Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc
tober 2o, 1910, viz: Jose Andres Archi
beque, of Cuba, N. M., for the claim
3248 in Sees. 15 and 16, T. 21 N., R.
1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for

twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Manuel Aragon y Lucero, Juan Montoya y Montoya, M. Reyes Lucero,
Donaciano Lucero, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to crossexamine the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
above-mentione-

Notice for Publication.
(013840)
,
Coal Land Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 4342.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats.. 854). n
amenilort
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
oe mane before Juan C.
Sandoval, V.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M.t on October 25, 1910, viz: Luis G. Ortiz, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4342 in
Sees. 15 and 16, in T. 21 N., R. 1 W-,

X. M. P. M.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for

twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Jose Andres Archibeoue. M. Reves
Lucero, Tranquilino Romero, Henri- que Valdez, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said nroof.
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and
regulations
of the Interior Department why such
should
not
be allowed will be
proof
given an opportunity at the above- mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
cross-examin-

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
Notice for Publication.
(013831)
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holdine Claim Vn iann

Department of the Interior,
unuea states Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910
Notice Is hereby pfvpn that tha Al
lowing named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26
Stats., 854), as amended
uy me act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval
TJ

W

S. Ct. Comr., at
Cuba, N. M.. on
24, 1910, viz: Ramon Casados.
of Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4300
in
Sees. 28 and 33, T. 21 N., R. 1
W.. N
M. P. M.

tober

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual
continuous adverse possession of said tract for

twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Dionicio McCoy, Antonio Casados.
Victor Casados, Francisco Atencio all
'
of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said
or who knows of any substantialproof,
reason under the laws and resmlatlniw
of the Interior Department
why suca
yiuui snouia not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to cross- examine the witnesses of said claim- ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
above-mention-

MANUEL R. OTERO,

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

Register
Notice for Publication.
(013778)
Coal Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 4364.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of tfhe act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 28, 1910, viz: Tereza Garcia de
Fresquez, of Senorito, N. M., for the
claim 4364 In Sec. 2, T. 20 N., R. 1 W.,
N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous , ad
verse possession
of said tract for

twenty years next preceding the

sur-

vey of the township, viz:
Jose de Jesus Herrera, Julian Se
gura, Carlos Atencio, Jose Abundio
Padllla, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of tfhat submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
above-mentione- d
cross-examin-

Register.

Notice

for Publication.

(013834)
Coal Land Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 4316.

Department of the Interior,
united States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed
e
of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
no-tic-

S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N.
M., on Oc24, 1910, viz: Dionicio McCoy, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4316 In
Sees. 22, 23. 26 and 27, T. 21
N, R.
1 W., N. M. P. M.

tober

He aatv?. the following witnesses
to prove bis actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur
vey of the township, viz:
Donaciano Lucero, Victor Casaus.
Antonio Casaus, Orlstibal de Herrera,
all or Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said nroof
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof, should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claim
ant and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant
above-mentione- d
cross-exami-

-

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

,
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

"ffl"

DIAMOND

Boer colony of the Mesilla valley had
a reunion at the home of General B.
MINOR CITY TOPICS
J. Viljoen on last Saturday evening at
La Mesa, Dona Ana county. Twenty-on- e
Boers sat down to the festal
board which was de'coirated with the
Denver, Colo., Sept. 14. The X flags of the Transvaal and of the Unitforecast is local showers to- - S ed States.
Montezuma Hotel The Normandie
night and Thursday with sta- - S
X hotel on Don Gaspar avenue and Wa
tionary temperature.

SOLDIERS BRAVE

ij

Wives or Sweethearts Will
Be Sad at Four P. M. .
Tomorrow

FLOIR

j

ter street has been christened the

The New Management Has Renovated the Claire rooms and is ready
for business.
In the
Kunnl"g F're is Short but
WITH
THE BAND BILL ACCOMPANY
Nn BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICE.
funny. A big laugh with every
very
AT
YOU
GET
AGUSSS
BUY
YOU
SACK
EACH
picture. It is at the Elks'.
THE WEIGHT OP THE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
Mrs. Otto Retsch has leased the
Its
As Case of Assault on
Leader ! Claire
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500
Cafe and expects to open same
Goes Over to March
1000 POUNDS. THE ONE GUESSING THE
for business about September 15th.
NEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK ON SEPT. 25th
Term,
See it Tonight, Your Last Chance
refund you
that beautiful hand colored film en"
Try this flour, we will take it back and cheerfully
money if not entirely satisfactory.
Tearfully and sorrowfully, with ach- titled: "The Vow of Jt phthah's Daughat the Elks.
ing hearts and drooping eyes, they ter,"
Forest Service Examinations Ex4.
4.
will say farewell to their dear ones
.
aminations for the forest service will
tomorrow.
bt held at Albuquerc;ue on October 24
25.
too
and
24
it
is
that
Alas,
true,
j
only
Death of Old Veteran Bernard
hours remain
before
the Lamy
an old veterau of the Civil War,
branch train will separate the soldier
been with the California col-- !
having
from
wives
or
their sweethearts
boys
died
at Las Cruces.
umn,
who will meet, yes at the depot.
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, eye, ear, nose
Members of Companies B and P of the
of Las Vegas,
If
are in need of any
New Mexico National Guard, and six and throat specialist
will be at the Palace hotel, Sept. 15th,
other companies from various parts
thing the Drug Store.
and 17th. Hours
d. m.
of the territory, tomorrow will be on jl6th,
Five Inch Trout in Mains Peter
their journey to Atascadero, central !A. M. Lienau
yesterday squirted a five
GET IT AT
California, where military maneuvers inch trout out of his lawn hose, at
will be held by the different national his residence on east Palace avenue.
guard organizations of the west in con-- j
Arrested as a Suspect D. Romero
liection with the regular army,
was arrested by Leo Oswald as a
It is quite a long trip from Santa Fe, suspect in the robbery of the Alex
and the boys will be away for at least Adams home and the Truax home at
four weeks. Hence the occasion for Three Rivers, Otero county.
W
it costs no more for the BEST
sorrow at 4 p. m. tomorrow. But after
San Geronimo
Festival Taos is
goods and the BEST service than you
all parting is such sweet sorrow per- preparing to entertain large crowds of
- pay elsewhere for infer'or. - visitors at the San Geronimo Festival
haps it will not be be altogether
The sweethearts or wives and Indian dance on September 29
will have the consolation of seeing the and 30 and Oetober 1.
ASK ABOUT THE REXALL GOODS
dear boys in the real military togs, the
See the Bravery of a Small Boy in
FISCHER
close fitting uniforms, the gay leather-- ' the early daw when this country was
ed puttees and the neat caps the of-- ; iwild. True to his Trust is the title
fleers and men will present a striking and it is at the Elks'.
It's Tough on the Healthseekers
appearance, regardless of their score
231 SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
at the target practice,
The city and county authorities of El
Paso, Texas, have decided to arrest all
Farewell, O Band.
as vagrants
And the Frist regiment band it indigent consumptives
will go along too. Santa Fe will miss and order them out of the town and
those park concerts, but then the sol- county.
Burro Throws Boy At Alto, Lindiers will be proud to have musicians
coln county, Earl, tine five year old
martial
to
those
NEAT
stirring
along
play
son of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Porter
airs. It was not known until about 3 was
M
rthrown from a burro and broke
ac-p. m. today that the band could
his airm above the elbow at two
company, for there was a possibility
besides dislocating the elbow.
fi
of delay that was Deculiar. It appears places
New Mexico Medical Society The
has
been
Roberto
tbat
ff7v- !hj
Montoya
Medical Society will
i
K
r
ort nritii occQuit with intern)- to murder New Mexico
meet
the latter part
at
Albuquerque
the leader of the band, Mr. Ramirez, of
the month in annual convention and
and the case was to come up before
the Elks will give a smoker in honor
Judge Mechem today. If it should he of the medicos.
tried at this term the band leader and
Licensing Automobiles The board
a number of the band's members
to exwould be detained and the California appointed by Mayor Seligman
amine applicants for licenses to run
The
out
of the question.
trip would be
has drafted an entirely
motion of Attorney Davies to con- automobiles,
case at new ordinance which it will submit to
tinue the Montoya-Eamlre- z
the city council and mayor.
the next term of court in March was
From 54 to 73 Degrees That was
Particular care Is taken that no out
granted by Judge Mechem.
the
variation yesterday with an aver-ae- e
u
. fit leaves
fc8Bra8Ba?eat!y
.BOSamu4. T,p,iKithPn,thJi-.a.r,rr-v.,-flr:tice- s
for
humidity of 58 per cent.
we equally benefited by our renova-- ; the last time before starting tor tne The relative
iLUAift-8rRISIN- Q
precipitation (or the 24 hours end-- '
LIVERY
be
heard.
will
tton treatment. We put an entirely cast. a joyous air
ing at 6 o'clock this morning was 0.08
STABLE
of an inch of rain. The temperature
new appearance on them, giving each j
unless It Is In perfect condition.
at 6 a. m today was 55. The forenoon
WOODROW WILSON
Horses fresh, vehicle? clean and easy earment a. freshness that sueeests the
FOR GOVERNOR. was cloudy.
when
new,
brand
running. Drivers spick and span. original appearance
Passenger Tanks Up Celebrating
Patrons are always well pleased with We are prompt and careful with our
because he had left prohibition terri
From
One.)
Page
(Continued
our service. We have rigs of all kinds work and
guarantee to all partons per- tory Harry Burr, of Coffeyville, Kan.,
for use at any time of day or night
feet satisfaction as well as content- tically no change in the apparent a passenger on Santa Fe train No.
and our charges are moderate.
ment with the low prices charged.
strength of the Shafroth and Jefferson 7. bound for California, was arrested
forces when the convention is called at Albuquerque last evening for ImJulius Muralter, Tailor
WILLIAMS 4 RISING
to order. The situation is decidedly bibing too freely from a bottle of Old
mixed and It is hard to forsee the re- Scotch while on the train.
139
Red.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.
310 San Francisco St 'Phone
Boer Reunion at La Mesa The
sult of the balloting.

per sack $1.65 per sack

F. ANDREWS

N.

Mc-jca- l,

j

i

fou
at

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

M.

i

j

j

j

Montezuma and will open to the public October 1. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Doran who had charge of the Commercial hotel at Clovis, Curry county,
have arrived and taken possession of

the hotel.
Invitations to Wedding at El Rito
Invitations are out to the wedding of
Clemente A. Trujillo, son of German
Trunjillo, and Miss Amada Martinez,
daughter of Jesus Maria Martinez and
wife, to take place in the chapel at El
Rito, Rio Arriba county, on Wednesday, Septemer 28. A reception and
ball will take place at the school
house in the evening.
Five Boys Arrested for Theft At
Las Cruces, Pedro Duran, Gregorio
e
Talamente, Juan Olaga, Ernesto
and Fanstino Gamboa, all in
their teens were arrested for having
broken into the house of M. B. Stevens. The last three named were discharged on account of their extreme
youth and the first two were bound
over to the grand jury in $200 bail.
Tala-ment-
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The Rexall Drug Store.
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(Continued From Page One)
succeeded in arranging with the board
of control of the Archaeological
School, to have the Ben Hur room in
the Old Palace, suitably identified.
9. In June, also another committee
appearing before the county commissioners, got them to pass a resolution,
by which a main south road through
the county, Is to be surveyed and later
on graded.
10. During the year, our committee
on membership, aflded twenty-edgh- t
new names to the membership roll.
11. We had in addition six carefully prepared papers read before the
board as follows:
Law Revision, B. M. Read.
Sanitation, J. A. Rolls.
- Elephant Butte Dam, R. L. Cooper.
County Bonded Indebtedness, A. B.
Renehan.
The Future of Santa Fe, J. P. Wagner.
An Auto Road to San Juan, Jay

Turley.
12.

Our

corresponding secretary
and recording secretary, have answered letters and forwarded information
to something like 500 people.
If you take each one of our meetings by itself and analyze It, I will
agree with you that we have seldom
turned the world upside down, but if
you will consider these results in the
aggregate, I believe you will have a
feeling of satisfaction in the actual
results achieved, and a constant stimulus to further efforts along the lines
of good citizenship.
It would hardly be fair to complete
this brief review in which I have
touched only on matters of real Importance, without recording some of

our failures.
d
In the first place we made a
effort to bring about a union
of our organization with the Commercial Club, and I regret to say that our
committees could find no satisfactory
basis for suoh a union. We had also
a very efficient committee which lookof
ed carefully into the proposition
holding a Chautauqua in Santa Fe, and
made certain recommendations, hut
wlhole-soule-

14, 1910

this matter got no further. As far as ments $37.60, leaving a balance of
I know, these are the only two mat- $91.75. The tree fund receipts were
ters upon which we spent much time $68 and although the Board, of Trade
that came to naught.
has put out over 100 trees there still
It is my belief that any material remains the sum of $30 ifor further
growth that lies before Santa Fe will use.
come from the fact that it is the capital of New Mexico, and the best resi- FOUND BUSINESS IN
dence city and health resort in the
CHICAGO BOOMING.
United States. I believe that efforts
to develop the city along other lines,
That there seems no foundation for
are largely misdirected, and that we the reports that merchants throughshould bend our own efforts to con- -' out the west and middle west are holdform to our manifest destiny. What
ing hack in buying owing to "panicky
the various steps of this slhall be, will Ideas" about the near
political future
be apparent from ti.ne to time, and was the
made in Chicago by
discovery
will be for this board to say, but this W. N.
Townsend, the well known Sanmuch is certain, that all efforts to; ta
Fe merchant who has just returned
make our city more beautiful and
from the Windy City where he went
more sanitary, all attempts to develop
on business and also for a short vacaour tourist attractions and to protion.
accommodations
for
vide suitable
there was an air of
travelers and 'health seekers, are in, "Everywhere
business
and not depression,'1
activity
the right direction.
I have talked over the plans for the he said, "and if Chicago is the hub of
western business world, this is a
ensuing year with the other officers, the
and I may say that we are going to good sign.
"One thing that was noticeable
try to make each meeting worth com- -'
was
the split in the great Hamilton
to
we
not
ask
and
ing to,
you
only
incicome to tine meetings with the Idea Club over the Roosevelt-Lorime- r
of getting something, but also with dent and while the Chicago papers
the idea of giving up something your- perhaps said little about certain Inciself. We are all avowedly here, of dents of that affair it was generally
course, because we believe that good understood in Chicago that the macitizenship, is the highest point to jority of the members of the club
which civilized man can attain. The were exceedingly displeased
at Mr.
city of Santa Fe, is I believe, just full Roosevelt's attitude to the junior senof good people, and wonderfully lack- ator of Illinois who was one of the
ing in good citizens. If we had a sin- hosts of Roosevelt and who as a Unitgle commercial body with a member- ed States senator is one of the most
ship of two hundred, that would care- distinguished of public officials."
fully decide what our possibilities as
Roosevelt Well Advertised.
a city are, and in which direction our
Mr. Townsend said that he saw
manifest destiny lies, and would bend Roosevelt's special train come Into
every effort to bring these things Chicago and that there was no exagabout, our program along those lines, geration about the number of news
would, I believe, be astonishing.
paper men the colonel carried with
As a result of talks I have had with him. "Three
special cars had to be
the other officers of the board, I shall
into service In the Roosevelt
pressed
advise the following:
train just for the newspaper men,'
First. That all! back dues be re- said Mr.
Townsend.
mitted, and that the statements reout
sent
the
be
treasurer,
by
cently
SOCIALIST APPOINTEE
considered statements of accounts In
AND SERVANT GIRL.
full to date.
Second. That all the officers of
Sept. 14. A warrant
this organization attend every meet- wasMilwaukee,
last night issued for the arrest
ing, and at least be prepared to make of Dr. William Rucker, health coma report at tflie same as to the condimissioner of Milwaukee, on a com
tion of the department under their
plaint charging a statutory offense.
care.
The complainant is Miss Catherine
Third. That each member appointa domestic employed in a
ed on a committee, either resign on Hasdorf,
Grand avenue home.
the spot, or bring In a proper report
Mr. Rucker was in the United
at the next meeting covering the mat- States
public health and marine hoster involved.
for a number of years.
pitals
Fourth. That in addition to the
a year's
Dr. Rucker was
routine matters, the officers arrange leave of absence fromgranted
the government
for an address on some one subject of soon after
Mayor Seidel went into ofcivic interest at each meeting.
fice, the mayor having chosen trim for
At the conclusion of his address Dr. head of the Milwaukee health
departRolls was warmly applauded.
ment after canvassing the country
Good Roads Committee.
thoroughly for a competent health of
The matter, of getting a good road ficial.
from the Indian school to" Cerrillos
Rucker was assigned by the govagain came up at last night's meeting ernment to service at New "Orleans
and the importance of lhaving a coun- during a yellow fever
epidemic and
ty survey made at an early date was at San Francisco when bubonic
was
to
decided
apemphasized. It
plague threatened that city.
point a committee of Messrs. Owen,
Mayor Seidel late last night receivRolls and Norment to solicit the nec- ed and
accepted Rucker's resignation.
essary funds from citizens of Santa
Fe who realize the Importance of getANNOUNCEMENT.
ting this road put through while the To the Men of Santa Be:
land is obtainable.
We take
In announcing
It was decided to have a local fruit that we havepleasure
purchased the Pool Hall
exhibition here soon showing the hor- on the
plaza from Mr. McCarley and
ticultural products of Santa Fe coun- shall conduct
It with the end in view
ty. A committee
consisting of L. of making it a good, clean, wholesome
Bradford Prince, Charles E. Michael,
place for the men of the city to
J. W. Norment, J. G. Ritchie and
spend a quiet evening. Your patronFrank Owen was appointed and is age is solicited and we believe that
today deciding on tlhe place for hold' you will be well pleased with the hall
ing the exhibit.
and its equipment.
STEWART VAN VClET,
Secretary Ritchie read his financial
JAMES CARRUTHERS,
report showing .the total receipts for
the year were $129.35; the disburse
Proprietors.
j
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e just received a large shipment of
FLORSiiEIM SHOES which we are

'ill vou

offering

On

e

Week On ly
$5.00 $6.00 and $6 50

Bill
$5.00
ever had on your foot
the best shoe

you
and it will give you more satisfaction
than any other shoe made.

t

.0

T

SPECIAL SALE

Regular price
under this sale take your choice for a

"It

;

W ABOUT IT?

DEPARTMENT

let us fit vou in a pair of
Winter Shoes if you are prompt
ly and politely waited upon, rightly
fitted and you get the best style your
price will purchase. If you get the
utmost comfort that can be put into a
shoe and have the guarantee of straight-ou- t
shoe house to have any complaint
no matter how slight, promptly satisfied
and to know you get a dollars worth for
every dollar you pay. Won't that satisfy yoti?

r m

-

WITH THE BIG SHOE
I

S FDR

II

Young men who like swell Shoes can find here the seasons best. The new toes slightly narrow are the
thing. We have them in several styles, some buttons, some lace, some blucher cut patent kid & calf.

We ask young men to call for a look at the Swagger Styles.
$3.00$3.50 or $400 and every shoe a prize.
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